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		Maritime Events Calendar
MAY '18

1-3   auvsi xponential 2018 (colorado convention center, 
denver, co, usa)

2-3    opening oceans (lokomotivværkstedet, copenhagen, 
dk)

7-10    maritime week americas (hilton panama, av balboa, 
panama, pa)

14-16   canada gas & lng , exhibition & conference 2018 
(vancouver convention center east, vancouver, ca)

15-17     europort romania 2018 (idu hall, costanta, ro)

 16-17 navigate 2018 (turku fair center, turku, fi)

16-17    unmanned maritime systems (hilton london olympia, 
london, uk)

 18 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #133 
(PhiliPPine nAvY (Pn), heAdquArters, PhiliPPine nAvY, 

roxAs Blvd, MAnilA)

21-23     7th black sea posrts and shippng 2018 (international 
hotel casino & tower suites, varna, bg)

22-24     7th edition of navalia, international shipbuilding 
exhibition 2018 (pontevedra, es)

 june '18

4-8     posidonia 2018 (metropolitan expo, athens, gr)

12     recaap isc piracy and sea robbery conference 2018 
(renaissance hong kong harbour view hotrel, hk)

19-20     global offshore wind (manchester central, 
manchester, uk)

20-22     intertanko 2018 (hotel parco dei principi, rome, it)

29 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #134 
(nAtionAl defense college of the PhiliPPines(ndcP, 
sMx convention center, sM MAll of AsiA coMPlex, 

PAsAY citY)

25     27th world gas conference, (walter e washington 
centre, washington dc, usa)

25-29     tug, salvage & osv convention and exhibition 2018 
(parc chanot convention centre, marseille, fr)

 27-29     philmarine 2018 (smx convention center manila, mall 
of asia complex, pasay city)

julY '18

3-5    16th asean ports and shipping  (renaissance johor 
bahru hotel, johor, my)

3-5     seawork 2018 (mayflower park, southampton, uk)

20 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #135 
(nAtionAl coAst wAtch council (ncwc)

25     inamarine 2018 (jiexpo kemayoran jakarta, jakarta, id)

August '18

14-16     marinetec south america (sulamerica convention 
center, rio de janeiro, br)

22 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #136 (PhiliPPine Ports 
AuthoritY (PPA), Port AreA, MAnilA)

sePteMBer '18

4-7     smm 2018 (hamburg messe, hamburg, de)

17-20    gastech exhibition & conference 2018 (fira gran via, 
barcelona, es)

25-27    2nd baltic ports and shipping 2018 exhibition & 
conference (radisson blu hotel latvia, riga, lv)

21 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #137 (PhiliPPine coAst 
guArd (Pcg)

octoBer '18

2     singapore international bunkering conference and 
exhibition (resorts world sentosa, sg)

6-10 interferry 2018 (jw mariott resort, cancun, mx)

9-11     transtech 2018 (lenexpo exhibition complex, st 
petersburgh, ru)

12-14 rescue 2018 (harpa concert building, reykjavik, is)

19 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #138 (dePArtMent of 
environMent And nAturAl resources (denr)

23-25     15th trans middle east 2018 exhibition & conference 
(intercontinental aqaba resort, aqaba, jo)

29-31    seatrade maritime middle east (dubai world trade 
center, dubai, ae)

noveMBer '18

5-8 iranimex 2018 (kish international exhibition center, 
hormozgan, kish, ir)

23 MAritiMe BreAkfAst foruM #139 (dePArtMent of 
trAnsPortAtion (dotr)

27-29     20th intermodal africa 2018 (mövenpick ambassador 
hotel accra, gh)

28-30 international workboat show (morial convention 
center, new orleans, la, usa)

deceMBer '18

5-7 inmex china 2018 (poly world trade center, haizhu 
district, guangzhou, cn)
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the principal role of maritime forces is war fighting. this 
includes searching for, surveillance of, and combat engage-
ment with the adversary’s battle fleet. the aim is to control 

the sea lines of communications including the chokepoints or deny 
their use by the enemy in order to achieve the enduring national inter-
ests: territorial integrity and political independence. maritime forces 
initiate naval battles only when all conceivable conflict avoidance 
options fail, or when defending the integrity of 
their units is necessary. these battles though 
short in duration are intense and destructive, 
and could lead to full-scale conflict.

an isolated armed skirmish leads to a long 
period of lull that allows preparation for the 
next hostility: training, upkeep and updating. 
however, due to their inherent attributes and 
the existence of several threats, maritime 
forces, when directed by command authori-
ties, can assume other roles: constabulary (law 
enforcement) and benign support (to national 
development, emergency medical support, 
search and rescue, etc.).

the escalation of global terrorism, coupled 
with increased migration and frequent natural 
disasters, redefined these “other roles” as 
maritime security and defense engagement. 
Maritime security covers counter-terrorism, 
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, 
hydrographic and oceanographic survey, 
law-enforcement like ciq and transnational 
crimes, counter-piracy, counter-illegal drugs, 
counter-human trafficking, non-combatant 
evacuation, and other operations to preserve 
freedom of navigation. defense engagement 
refers to the use of defense resources and 
activities short of naval combat operations 
to prevent conflict, build-up confidence with 
partners, and influence the prevailing and anticipated situation in the 
maritime domain. this role entails enabling partners to participate in 
joint exercises, attend training opportunities, avail medical support, 
engage in maritime patrols and reconnaissance, and enhance interop-
erability and collaboration. defense diplomacy –employing defense 
attachés, liaison and exchange officers, and visiting staff officers– is 
part of the defense engagement role.

for sometime now, the philippine navy adopted the capability-
based planning approach to beef up its war fighting potential in 
compliance with the armed forces of the philippines modernization 
law of 1995, as amended. this presupposes that naval forces should 
be able to fight and prevail over an unspecified threat utilizing existing 
manpower and modern equipment procured under the modernization 
program. acquiring new capabilities, like submarine and anti-subma-
rine, and upgrading existing ones to address unspecified threats is very 
expensive and requires a wide array of technical personnel and service 
support facilities; as well as a highly efficient sustainment system.

the acquisition of submarine capability needs further examina-
tion because of its complexity. of the 41 countries with submarines, 
9 could operate in south china sea. thailand does not possess any 

Expanded Roles of Maritime Forces
by VAdm Emilio C Marayag Jr AFP (Ret)

submarines, after decommissioning its last submarine in 1951. when it 
reached the industrialized country status in 2012 thailand eventually 
decided to buy 2 chinese submarines in the future. none of the other 
14 countries that removed submarines from their inventory reported 
any plan to reacquire such capability. additionally, malaysia’s subma-
rine purchase payments contributed to its military budget increase by 
over a third to an average of 2.1% of gdp from 2002 to 2009, compared 
with 1.5% of gdp after the acquisition. it presently encounters mainte-

nance challenges.

interestingly, the developing global and 
regional security landscape convinced some 
strategic planners to return to threat-based 
planning method that is somewhat less 
expensive in that it is highly focused and may 
not require significant changes in existing 
capabilities. at external front while the 
conversion of some features in the spratlys 
into military bases continues to irritate the 
claimant countries, the freedom of navigation 
principle will encourage more multinational 
efforts to keep maritime traffic moving in 
that waterway. there could be a disruption 
of maritime activities there but it would be 
temporary. the philippine rise poses another 
challenge. relatedly on global terrorism, some 
israeli analysts observed the downward trend 
of terroristic activities in the past few years but 
could not say if there would be a recurrence. 
a very alarming observation is the threat 
and use of weapons of mass destruction, 
particularly chemicals, by the terrorists and 
even governments.  their recommendations: 
continuous monitoring of threat groups using 
intelligence, strengthening border protection, 
and enhancing cooperation with counterparts 
in foreign governments and their agencies.

maritime forces may consider the threat-
based planning scheme to address the internal threats. necessarily, 
their capability priority list must change and so would their role as 
well. maritime security will be at the center stage. the recent counter-
terrorism operations in an urban setting in marawi and in some 
rural areas, the continuing nationwide counter-drug campaign, and 
the ongoing marine environment preservation actions in boracay 
island and other coastal areas showcase the different security threats 
confronting maritime forces. in the marawi operations, several 
philippine navy aviators flying newly-acquired armed helicopters had 
qualified as combat pilots for their exceptional feat. naval and coast 
guard elements achieved absolute control of the waterways in and 
around lanao lake, thereby, containing the hostilities on land by the 
army and marine units.

are the country’s maritime forces –navy, coast guard, select units 
of the army and air force, and maritime police– “manned and ready” 
to assume an expanded role to protect our territory and sovereignty?

a snappy salute and godspeed to the nation’s premier 
maritime force, hukbong dagat ng Pilipinas, on its 120th 
founding anniversary!    
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Trashing Paradise
by Commo Carlos L Agustin AFP (Ret)

in my column in the mr 18-1 (jan-feb 2018) issue of this maga-
zine, i wrote about the need to look at coastal towns with tourism 
potential and figure out how to turn around development defi-

ciencies (e.g., correcting zoning, construction and, environmental 
violations). i wrote in particular about coron for four reasons: (1) i’ve 
been familiar with most coastal communities, including northern 
palawan, that have now evolved as tourist destinations; (2) waterfront 
development and coastal tourism has been one of my passions the 
past 25 years and indeed included as one of the major interests of the 
maritime forum; (3) i revisited the coron-Busuanga area after 5 years 
with my family during the christmas holidays, and (4) coron is one of 
the fastest growing tourist destinations in the country today.

the title of this column this issue is in quotes because i borrowed 
it from the title of the excellent forum on Philippine coastal tourism, 
Marine Pollution and the law conducted by the uP institute for 
Maritime Affairs and law of the sea (iMlos) headed by its director, 
maritime law expert prof jay l batongbacal phd at the bocobo hall, 
up law center, diliman, quezon city that i was privileged to attend on 
10-april-2018.

the forum was centered on the extremely controversial govern-
ment drift towards a 6-month closure of the world-famous island 
destination, Boracay. i say “drift” because while it seems that while 
closure is certain, the final stamp of approval for that tragic event had 
not been made as yet. however, there is one indication that it would 
happen. after i listened to a news flash on 11-april-2018 that sen. 
Antonio trillanes iv is calling for a senate investigation on the claim 
that Boracay is bring closed in order to expedite the construction 

of a giant casino, an immediate newsflash was incidentally made a 
minute later in the same channel that president rodrigo duterte had 
cancelled the casino’s Boracay project. in the course of the forum, that 
question was actually asked by one participant, and was answered 
clearly by denr undersecretary Maria Paz luna: "while the PAGCOR 
has given its nod for the casino’s establishment, the authority for its actual 
construction would be the DENR, and that would be unlikely."

after all is said and done on its closure, if that happens, i can point 
out my own thinking that a win-win solution would be to put the 
casino nearby on the panay mainland, where ayala land, smdc, san 
miguel properties, robinsons land and other developers are trying to 
outdo each other, thereby increasing property values to the delight 
of the malay lgu. i just hope they don’t screw up the master plans 
of these developers as they did in Boracay, as i stated during the uP 
iMlos forum, “The private sector does master planning and implemen-
tation much better than the government (particularly LGUs).”

usec luna was not the only excellent speaker. prof Batongbacal’s 
able assistant, atty jackie espenilla had picked three other prominent 
experts for the topics in the forum. aside from usec luna (a legal envi-
ronmental law expert) who talked on “understanding r.a. 9275 (the 
clean water act),” the others were:

 � renown marine environmental expert dr Miguel d fortes, 
retired professor at the uP Marine science institute and cur-
rently unesco consultant (and a visiting ndcp professor during 
my watch from 2001-2010), who spoke on “philippine coastal 
tourism: cutting the hands that feed.”

 chairman's page chairman's page
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 � engineer eligio ildefonso, executive director, national solid 
waste Management commission (nswMc), who discussed 
“tourism and trash: r.a. 9003 (the ecological solid waste man-
agement act of 2009) in context;” and

 � attorney gloria ramos, vice president of oceana Philippines, 
who discussed “the plastic peril on our oceans”. atty ramos 
actually briefed the maritime forum last 23-march-2018 at the 
Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific (MAAP) on its ac-
tivities with particular interest on the philippine eez, including 
the wps and the Benham rise.

dr fortes gave a very good overview of environmental issues and 
our inability to cope with the demand for a good regulatory framework. 
his long experience in the academe and as practitioner looking in as a 
uneco consultant had given him deep appreciation of the situation on 
the ground and a keen knowledge of what ails the regulatory framework.

engr ildefonso showed deep knowledge and insight on solid waste 
management. he is an expert in the law, and knows the appropriate 
processes regarding solid waste management. he is right in the middle 
of it all as executive director of the national solid waste management 
commission that approves and oversees solid waste management 
systems and lgu performance related to the task. unfortunately the 
overall impression with respect to this function is that no lgu unit can 
be regarded as compliant with the law, which we agree with.

atty ramos outlined the causes and effects of using plastic, which 
eventually end up in garbage and subsequently disposed off in the 
oceans. she showed locations of plastic floating in various areas in the 
world’s oceans.

i mentioned an incident in 2013 when i was with a group visiting 
lubang island to discuss an alternative power project being devel-
oped locally. we used a PPA patrol boat that encountered a “garbage 
island consisting mainly of plastic bags that fouled up our boat’s 
waterjet engine. that slowed us down until the boat was stopped and 
the engine serviced by my son, who operates a boatyard in bacoor, 
cavite to remove all the debris. these plastic bags all came from Manila 
Bay, coming out from the cavite coastal towns full of squatters that 
find the bay a convenient way to dispose of trash. i likewise mentioned 
this during the 127th maritime forum held at the environmental 
management bureau at the denr compound on 27-oct-2017.

during that time, i showed a very alarming clip on the “plastic menace” 
(see this and other videos: (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZq6vA
5tQms&index=49&list=PLG8IrydigQfdN71-08mBcdLrHdpSEuubx&t=0s)

atty luna showed her wide knowledge of the issue of water 
resources and how we score regarding implementing ra 9275, not only 
in Boracay, that actually has a better sewage system than manila, which 
used to be the envy in east asia at the turn of the 20th century, when we 
were ahead of all other countries in development, with the exception of 
japan. since independence in 1946, we have not gotten our democratic 
act together. does this show we are beyond independent governance?

i sensed a consensus among the speakers and the audience 
concerning Boracay, and that it is a gem of a tourist destination. this 
consensus does not seem to coincide with an announcement made 
by president rodrigo duterte that it should be declared for land 
reform, a reality that he personally reaffirmed in an arrival statement 
on 13-april-2018 after his china trip. this contradicts the dot and lgu 
tourism Master Plans and will set us back many years. i hope that we 
can somehow find a way to have this decision changed.

i particularly like atty ramos’s parting reminder on our environ-
mental predicament as well as many issue that she correctly attributes 
to “the root of the root of the evils in philippine governance:

 � knowledge without character 

 � science without humanity

 � worship without sacrifice

 � commerce without morality

 � wealth without work

 � pleasure without conscience

 � politics without principles

and “the root of the root of the root” – the seven deadly sins: pride, 
greed, lust, wrath, gluttony, envy, and sloth. that, in essence is actu-
ally why we seem to be seen, as a nation, as among the top in impunity!

i also mentioned that, having seen a tokyo Bay reclamation in 
1994 that was primarily an island landfill, i requested the japanese 
embassy to invite a lecturer from japan to make a presentation on that 
“garbage island” when we organized a maritime forum, “waterfront 
development 2000” at the philippine international convention center 
in june, 2000. i mentioned that a canadian colleague who is involved 
in developing projects for planting trees here in association with a 
friend in the bamboo coalition told me when he visited last year that 
he now lives on that “garbage island” and finds it “a great place to be 
at.” the japanese made a good presentation, which apparently did not 
get across to many, except our group.

asked what he thinks of the idea, engr ildefonso stated that he 
is aware of it, and that many proposals have been advanced here but 
said in no uncertain terms: “it will never pass me.”

i added that perhaps such is the final solution to our predicament 
in Metro Manila, using many garbage barges from coastal towns and 
along the Pasig river to deliver them to a processing area that will 
have to be initially reclaimed and developed, then filled up in the land-
fills to be prepared and established, duly enclosed within retaining 
walls and lined with plastic in accordance with landfill procedures. 
ildefonso replied that the filipino reacts differently in comparison 
with the japanese. his mind was closed.

getting no support from any of the speakers, and lacking time, i 
left it at that. i cannot imagine why they compare the idea to that of 
simple dumping trash into the sea, which is actually what is happening 
now. as a former cpcg and ppa general manager for a total of 9 years 
at the south harbor, i agonized over the hundreds of tons of garbage 
carried by the southwest monsoon from the cavite coast to the south 
inner harbor during the typhoon season that was the source of 
great embarrassment for us, and likewise the trash that blocks roxas 
Boulevard during such heavy weather. should these continue?

perhaps it is worth mentioning that the idea is really valid and 
maybe we can prove that the filipino can do it. the singaporeans did.

i conclude with this quote from a london article from cnn.com, 
“the island paradise built on a garbage dump:”

"Great effort went into making sure that the impact of the landfill on 
Pulau Semakau's biodiversity was minimized. In fact, biodiversity remains 
high and we have not lost a single species because of the landfill," says 
wang luan keng, an education and research officer at the raffles 
Museum of Biodiversity Research (RMBR) in singapore. http://edition.
cnn.com/2007/TECH/07/26/ji.semakaulandfill/ 

in fact many small areas in new York since the 1800s were reclaimed 
using partly trash, including ellis island and the parks of staten island: 
h t t p s : / / g i z m o d o. co m / 5 - p a r t s- o f - nyc - b u i l t - o n - g a r b a g e - a n d -
waste-1682267605 

as our venerable chairman emeritus former president fidel v 
rAMos often says: “Kaya natin ‘to”.   

 chairman's page chairman's page
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More on "The best is yet to come."
by former Philippine President Fidel V. Ramos 

 “FVR is now being besieged by cascading, emerging dots to be 
connected, clamoring to be prioritized, and then to be brought to the 

attention of PRRD. KAYA NATIN ITO!” 

- mae gaffud, executive director, rpdev

BoAo foruM for AsiA, hAinAn And 10th fvr golf cuP, 
tAiwAn. another welcome development was the editorial announce-
ment “duterte in Boao” (malaya, 02-april-2018), to wit:  “President Duterte 
is attending the Boao Forum for Asia (BFA) on the island province of 
Hainan, China … with an open mind, eager to hear and learn from that 
meeting what the Philippines might profit from the experience and insights 
of great and results-driven minds, leaders in the fields of governance, 
economics, trade and industry, technology, and innovation.

The Forum, slated from 09 to 10 April, is the first leg of Duterte’s foreign 
travels after his Holy Week cum birthday break, and Malacañang is proud 
to announce this trip as potentially productive for the President. Duterte 
has astutely judged that the 2018 Boao Forum is worth attending, giving 
this Asian version of Davos the importance that it deserves.  Davos, being 
in Europe, is understandably out of Duterte’s circle of priorities.

“The Hainan conference and Duterte’s attendance there come at a 
crucial and auspicious time, for 2018 is the year many big-ticket projects 
of the Administration’s ‘Build, Build, Build’ economic tack become a reality, 
thanks to the Philippines-China cooperation ...”

re the bfa, fvr was deeply saddened, however.  having been the 
chairman/co-founder of the bfa for eight years (2002-2010) and also 
the chair of its council of advisors thereafter to-date, fvr had been 
physically overwhelmed by the sudden convergence of personal-family-
spiritual-professional-social-civic obligations that he had to attend 
during the near-simultaneous observance of Holy Week, veterans 
memorial week and amr/fvr’s joint birthday events.  this resulted in 
fvr’s inability to join president duterte on this auspicious trip to boao 
due to strict doctors’ orders and the stern warnings of his “dakilang 
alalay” (xfl ming).  the word went out.  so, sorry na lang!

all along and on top of all that, rpdev was also busy coordinating with 
various entities re the requirements of this year’s philippine contingent – 
composed of sportspeople, businessmen and professionals from different 
parts of the philippines – who wanted to join the 10th taiwan-philippines 

friendship golf tournament (fvr cup) to be held next week in taiwan. 
this is an annual event that provides a terrific opportunity for business 
networking, new products search, plus beneficial sports competition and 
people-to-people bonding with taiwanese counterparts. phone calls, trips 
to crowded streets and offices, and administrative matters daunted fvr 
because of the imminent bir deadline for the submission of itrs. lastly, 
fvr received a letter last 11 april, which reads:

“To my dear Tita Ming and my ‘Boss’,

It was not necessary to give me a gift for helping to celebrate your 
birthdays.  It was my pleasure for serving you two people who taught 
me how to love other people and our country. I want to thank you 
both for the beautiful examples you have shown me, and the beautiful 
days you have afforded me. May the two of you live to be the happiest, 
the greatest, and the loveliest people you have ever been to us!

My love and prayers for you both and your lovely family,

    Sgd. Ching Montinola”

but the last accolade from our former “25th senator (presidential 
legislative liaison officer)” indeed takes the cake! he said, “Pwede ba, 
isa pa?” (may we please have one more piece?). thank you everyone, 
for everything, and Mabuhay to all. above all else, let us pray to the 
good lord as we perform, and perform as we pray! there is really no 
timeout from work for the weary. wow!

how true is the above? ask mae gaffud, general rene de villa, 
x-executive secretary eddie ermita, x-mayor/congressman benjie lim, 
atty nick lagustan, p/general gerry kagaoan, general mich Templo, 
general charlie tañega, golfer mel bergado, secretary jun yasay, colonel 
dennis acop, colonel/atty fredie mison, jelly/patrick/bryan ramos-
jalasco, archit bartolome, ranjit/chanda/lila ramos-shahani, dra regie 
canlas, congressman leopoldo bataoil, ambassador ed malaya, golf 
manager boens floro, general ernesto carolina, secretary mina gabor, 
inday valdez-timtiman, justice raoul victorino, and ching montinola. 
they’re all still around! thank god!

		

Please send any comments to fvr@rpdev.org.  
Copies of articles are available at www.rpdev.org 
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University of Perpetual Help System Laguna - 

Brgy. Marinig, City of Cabuyao, Laguna 
MARITIME TRAINING CENTER INC.

a female trainee being assisted to board the liferaft.

trainees engage in basic and advance fire fighting. trainees lowering, hoisting and securing the lifeboat.

the trainees splash in circular formation as a survival technique.
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Training and Growing Together
C/M James Nikko R. Hosana, MBA

for decades, filipinos have been making a mark in the maritime 
industry as competent and skilled seafarers ready to set sail in 
any circumstances and opportunities that await them. indeed, 

it takes more than bare knowledge to be able to stay focused and dedi-
cated to this career path. that is why over the years, not just the number 
of filipino seafarers has significantly grown but also the industry itself 
nationwide. the recognized maritime schools and accredited review 
and training centers all over the archipelago have certainly proven that 
the maritime field will continue to be very relevant to the country’s 
economic growth.

training centers have also promised excellence 
and growth in the maritime industry. with university 
of perpetual help system laguna-maritime training 
center, inc. (uphsl-mtci), any aspiring seafarer is 
guaranteed to be provided with the knowledge, 
skills, character in order to remain steady on course 
in pursuing his career.

founded by chairman and ceo, dr/bgen antonio 
laperal tamayo, afp (res) and under the university 
of perpetual help system, the uphsl-mtci estab-
lished in 2012 and currently located in marinig, 
cabuyao, laguna, is accredited by marina to offer 
training programs namely: basic training, advanced 
firefighting, proficiency in survival craft and rescue boat, medical 
emergency first aid, consolidated marpol 73/78 annexes i-iv (conso-
marpol), ship security awareness training and seafarers with 
designated security duties (ssat-sdsd), anti-piracy, ism for ratings 
and officers, hazardous materials onboard with cpr, and maritime 
english. crowd and crisis management (international and domestic) 
is now in the training center’s drawing board. the uphsl-mtci is also 
iso 9001:2015 certified by bureau veritas.

admiral wilfredo d tamayo pcg (ret), senior executive vice 
president for maritime affairs, has been providing the much-needed 
direction in bringing the university of perpetual help system’s mari-
time education and training institutions to the forefront of maritime 
manpower development.

normally, undergoing trainings can require a lot of time and effort 
for it could take days to complete. uphsl-mtci understands that this 
should be the least of any seafarer’s difficulties. thus, the uphsl-mtci 
provides quality in-house training to students, seafarers, and aspiring 
ones using up-to-date equipment in a safe and secure environment 
that would definitely help them save time and finances, and at the 
same time enjoy the ambiance of laguna lake. expect as well that its 
instructors are as accomplished and respected in their respective fields 
of endeavor.

another thing that sets uphsl-mtci apart from 
the rest is its consistent effort to offer trainings 
readily available for maritime students, seafarers, and 
would-be marine professionals. for the past six years, 
the uphsl-mtci continues to be upgraded as clearly 
shown by the state-of-the-art facilities, increasing 
number of successful trainees, and certifications 
earned which only proves that the uphsl-mtci is a 
training center of excellence.

however, to excel in any maritime endeavor, one 
must be fully prepared and determined to reach his or 
her goal. the uphsl-mtci trains both its trainors and 
trainees to have greater self-reliance, confidence, and 
discipline in themselves. after all, being a seafarer is 

not just about being physically fit to work and knowledgeable to keep 
the course going, but also maintaining the faith and values one has 
instilled in himself.

uphsl-mtci, without a doubt, is a premier training center that 
meets any maritime student’s or aspiring seafarer’s training needs.

at the university of perpetual help, self-reliance goes beyond the 
integration process for maritime education and training programs. the 
integration and continuing development of its in-house capabilities is 
aimed at achieving its goal of continuously providing quality maritime 
education and training programs. after all, perpetual training is a 
vital component of the trainees’ journey towards their progressive and 
successful maritime career.  

"Perpetual 
Training: 

The Key to 
Competence 

and Confidence 
Building..."
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Putting Things in Perspective
by Julius A. Yano, JD, LL.M.1

introduction

there appears to be much disagreement, if not chaos, arising 
from discussions on certain law of the sea concerns of the philippines. 
politics is clearly a factor here, but undeniably, there is likewise an issue 
concerning the appreciation of the law(s). 

as a sovereign state, the philippines has a government and exercises 
sovereignty over its subjects and its territory. generally speaking, such 
authority of a sovereign state is to be exercised free from outside inter-
vention. included in this plenary authority is the power of a sovereign 
state to make (domestic) laws based upon a supreme fundamental law, 
the constitution. however, it has to be realised as well that the philippines 
is a member of the international community. in its dealings with the 
international community, it is expected to comply with its international 
obligations arising from international conventions or treaties, inter alia. 

in the field of international maritime law the 1982 united nations 
convention on the law of the sea (losc), regarded as the ‘constitu-
tion of the oceans’, is considered as the fundamental law. to state an 
essential point, there is friction between what philippine domestic laws 
provide and what international law, particularly the losc, prescribes. 
it is submitted that this friction contributes largely to much confusion 
in regard to the understanding of certain law of the sea issues of the 
philippines, two of which are presented here.  

the concept of an archipelagic state

the concept of an archipelagic state is one of the novel and noble 
ideas of the third united nations conference on the law of the sea 
which adopted the losc in 1982. as early as the mid-20th century, states 
composed of several islands – hence, an archipelago – put forth the idea 
that they should be permitted to draw their baselines such that these base-
lines would encompass all the islands of the state including all the waters 
in between such islands. states such as indonesia and the philippines 
proposed this idea as an alternative to drawing baselines individually 
around each land mass pertaining to the state. as a simplistic, if not crude, 
illustration, one may imagine the four plates of a diamond-shaped base-
ball field as the islands composing a state. prior to the development of the 
concept of an archipelagic state, baselines were to be drawn individually 
around each plate. from these baselines, maritime zones would be gener-
ated. thus, the legal status of the waters in between the islands could be 
quite varied – if the state had a 6nm territorial sea and there was a distance 
of 15nm in between two of its islands, the first 6nm counted from the base-
lines of the two islands would be territorial sea. however, the remaining 
3nm area could no longer be territorial sea. under the concept of an 
archipelagic state, an archipelagic state is permitted to draw its baselines, 
i.e. archipelagic baselines, around all of the four plates. hence, the state’s 
baselines shall effectively trace the entire diamond-shaped baseball field 
thereby making all the waters in between as the archipelagic waters of that 
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state, without prejudice to the possibility of having internal waters therein. 
whilst deemed part of the territorial sea over which it exercises sovereignty, 
the prerogative of an archipelagic state in relation to the archipelagic 
waters is highly qualified in exchange for the international community’s 
recognition of the concept of an archipelagic state as part of international 
law. this compromise appears sound in view of the fact that waters which 
were not territorial sea before can now be considered part of the territorial 
sea, more specifically as archipelagic waters, of that archipelagic state.

when the philippine state ratified the losc, among its declarations 
was that ‘7. the concept of archipelagic waters is similar to the concept 
of internal waters under the constitution of the philippines […]’. at the 
time the constitution referred to was the 1973 constitution, the perti-
nent provision of which states:

section 1. the national territory comprises the philippine archipelago, 
with all the islands and waters embraced therein, and all the other territo-
ries belonging to the philippines by historic right or legal title, including 
the territorial sea, the air space, the subsoil, the sea-bed, the insular shelves, 
and the other submarine areas over which the philippines has sovereignty 
or jurisdiction. the waters around, between, and connecting the islands of 
the archipelago, irrespective of their breadth and dimensions, form part of 
the internal waters of the philippines. (emphasis and underscoring supplied)

clearly, there is an incongruence in the understanding of archipelagic 
waters under the losc and the philippine constitution. it should be noted 
that in respect of internal waters, a state exercises unqualified sovereignty – 
e.g. without its consent, foreign ships cannot enter or pass through internal 
waters. indeed, this idea is quite different from the highly qualified sovereignty 
that a state exercises over its archipelagic waters per the losc. thus, when 
the philippine legislature enacted republic act (ra) no. 9522  (‘archipelagic 
baselines law’) in 2009, this legislation was met with a supreme court case 
contesting its constitutionality. it was argued that the archipelagic baselines 
law would be tantamount to surrendering the unqualified sovereignty of 
the philippine state over the waters around, between and connecting the 
islands of the philippine archipelago. in any event, the constitutionality of 
the law was upheld by the philippine supreme court.

suffice it to state that the understanding of the legal nature of the 
archipelagic waters of the philippines may vary depending on whether 
it is based upon domestic law or international law.

the extent of a state’s ‘maritime territory’

by the 19th century, the idea of a territorial sea was generally estab-
lished under international law. however, it was only during the 1930 
hague conference for the codification of international law when the 
nature of the rights possessed by a coastal state over its territorial sea was 
settled. at said conference, it was determined that a coastal state exercises 
territorial sovereignty over the territorial sea including the seabed and 
subsoil underneath and the airspace above. stated otherwise, the idea 
that the territorial sea is part of a coastal state's territory was established. 

later developments in the law of the sea led to the doctrine of 'sover-
eign rights', which are distinct and different from 'sovereignty'. prior to 
the losc, the breadth of the territorial sea was not yet established under 
international law – some states claimed a territorial sea of less than 12nm, 
others more. precisely because of the hesitation over and objection to an 
extensive claim of a territorial sea that the doctrine of 'sovereign rights' was 
developed. the idea was that whilst the breadth of the territorial sea over 
which sovereignty was exercised was to be limited, the coastal state would 
nevertheless be entitled to exploit the resources beyond its territorial sea – 
under the doctrine of 'sovereign rights'. simply put, the rights of the coastal 
state over said resources are sovereign. however, these sovereign rights in 
favour of a coastal state are not to prejudice the non-economic use by other 
states of said maritime areas which are already beyond the coastal state's 
territorial sea. this arrangement presents the balance struck in regard to the 

issue of the breadth of the territorial sea. this doctrine of 'sovereign rights' 
would be the foundation of the continental shelf regime  and the exclusive 
economic zone (eez) regime, which are fairly established in the losc.

it must be taken from the foregoing that there is a distinction between 
sovereignty and sovereign rights. it must be understood that the former 
applies to a state's territory – land or maritime, i.e. territorial sea – the latter, 
to the continental shelf and to the eez, if any. clearly, two distinct doctrines 
apply to these different maritime zones. the losc does not grant unto a 
coastal state sovereignty beyond its territorial sea; the areas beyond the 
territorial sea cannot be deemed part of a coastal state’s territory.

on the other part, the philippine constitution defines national 
territory thus:

ARTICLE I  -  National Territory

the national territory comprises the philippine archipelago, with all the 
islands and waters embraced therein, and all other territories over which 
the philippines has sovereignty or jurisdiction, consisting of its terrestrial, 
fluvial, and aerial domains, including its territorial sea, the seabed, the 
subsoil, the insular shelves, and other submarine areas. the waters around, 
between, and connecting the islands of the archipelago, regardless of their 
breadth and dimensions, form part of the internal waters of the philippines.

the first clause of the first sentence may not pose problems consid-
ering that the waters within the archipelago may be deemed archipelagic 
waters and hence, part of the territorial sea. however, following the 
constitution, claims are likewise made that even the continental shelf 
and the eez form part of the national territory since the philippines exer-
cises jurisdiction over said zones.

clearly, there is a discrepancy as regards the extent of the national 
territory if viewed from the perspective of the losc, on the one part and 
from the perspective of the philippine constitution, on the other part. 
whilst under the losc a claim of territorial sovereignty extends only up 
to the territorial sea, under the constitution arguments are made so as 
to include the continental shelf and the eez as part of national territory.

conclusion

those engaged in debates over law of the sea issues of the philippines 
put forth arguments anchored upon different legal bases – international 
law, specifically the losc on the one part, and domestic law, essentially 
the philippine constitution, on the other part. it is as though they are 
playing a sport under different sets of rules that which leaves spectators 
more confused. this discrepancy must be borne in mind whenever law 
of the sea issues concerning the philippines are discussed. 

it appears imperative that rules be harmonised so that there can be a 
more constructive discussion of issues. truly, the constitution is the funda-
mental law of the land; however, being a member of the international 
community, states have international obligations as well. compliance 
with these obligations is heavily expected when they stem from conven-
tional rules arising from a treaty or an international convention such as 
the losc. certainly, adherence to the rule of international (maritime) law, 
which prevents internal and external conflicts that undermine national 
interest, cannot be fairly deemed inconsistent with patriotism. 

				

 1 Atty. Yano is presently a lecturer at the IMO - International Maritime Law Institute in 
Malta. The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author and do not 
necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any organization or his affiliations.

2 Otherwise known as An Act to Amend Certain Provisions of Republic Act 
No. 3046, as Amended by Republic Act No. 5446, to Define the Archipelagic 
Baselines of the Philippines, and for Other Purposes

3  Including the outer continental shelf; Benham Rise forms part of the outer 
continental shelf of the Philippines.
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Considerations on the Legal Approach 
to Dispute Settlement: 

The Philippine Experience with  
the South China Sea Arbitration

by Edcel John A. Ibarra, Courtesy of the Foreign Service Institute of the Philippines

the filing of a case against china was a historic moment in phil-
ippine foreign relations: it was the first time that the philippines 
resorted to an international judiciary to settle a political dispute.1 

in retrospect, the effort was well worth it, at least from a legal standpoint. 
on 12-july-2016, three years since filing the case on 22-january-2013, the 
philippines secured a favorable ruling, which clarified important aspects 
of the south china sea disputes. however, the new philippine administra-
tion decided to set aside the award. critics blamed president duterte for 
not taking advantage of the ruling, but they failed to see the limitations 
inherent in the legal approach itself. the legal approach denotes the referral 
of disputes to an international court or tribunal for a binding decision in 
accordance with international law (keohane, moravcsik, & slaughter 2000, 
457). should the philippines consider using it again to settle a dispute, 
foreign policy makers must understand its viability and limitations.

the south china sea arbitration case can offer some valuable 
insights on the complexities of the legal approach to dispute settle-
ment. five considerations on the legal approach can be gathered from 
the philippine experience.

first, the legal approach is only feasible if the claim has a firm legal 
basis and if the case can be submitted to a forum having jurisdiction. the 
philippines filed the case on the south china sea believing that its claim 
would hold up well in a court of law, especially against china’s position. the 
philippines’ submissions were strongly grounded in the un convention on 
the law of the sea (unclos), unlike china’s “nine-dash line” claim, which, 
at the outset, exceeded the 200-nautical-mile–limit set by the convention, 
relied on “historic rights” existing outside the convention, and infringed 
on the rights of coastal states given by the convention. indeed, the 
philippines’ claims were later upheld by the Arbitral tribunal.

an international court or tribunal, however, can only settle legal 
disputes over which it has jurisdiction. this depends on whether both 
disputants have previously consented, expressly or implicitly, to the court 
or tribunal’s authority to deliver a binding ruling on the issue. state parties 
to unclos, including china and the philippines, consented to unclos 
dispute settlement mechanisms when they ratified the convention, but 
this consent does not normally extend to sovereignty disputes. china 
additionally withheld its consent on compulsory dispute settlement 
relating to maritime boundary delimitation, historic bays and titles, mili-
tary activities, and fisheries law enforcement, among others, in 2006. the 
philippines thus had to avoid in its submissions questions of sovereignty 
(who owns the features?) as well as issues falling under the exceptions 
declared by china. instead, it had to deal exclusively with questions 
of maritime entitlement (what rights over the surrounding waters do 
the features generate?). this careful framing of the dispute allowed the 
Arbitral tribunal to exercise jurisdiction and decide the case.

states can refer disputes to two types of adjudicative forums: a 
permanent court or an arbitral tribunal. a permanent court is estab-
lished indefinitely to resolve all cases that may be given to it, while an 
arbitral tribunal is formed only to settle the specific case lodged to it. 
the selection of judges, scope of applicable law, and procedure are 
usually already predetermined in a permanent court, but these may 
be flexibly specified by the disputants in forming an arbitral tribunal. 
permanent courts, however, are less costly (being paid by the interna-
tional community) and are generally deemed more prestigious (having 
judges presumed to have developed professionalism throughout their 
tenures), which makes their rulings potentially more authoritative 
(bilder 2007, 198–205). thus, the choice of forum can be strategic.
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unclos provided for a choice among two permanent courts (the 
international court of justice [icj] and the international tribunal on the 
law of the sea [itlos]) and two arbitral tribunals (one constituted under 
annex vii and a special arbitral tribunal constituted in accordance with 
annex viii). unfortunately, neither china nor the philippines had previ-
ously declared consent to the icj or itlos, but the philippines had the 
option to negotiate a special agreement with china jointly granting juris-
diction to either permanent court. however, knowing that china at that 
time would not agree to such an arrangement, and knowing that arbi-
tration under annex vii of unclos allows for proceedings to continue 
even if china would refuse to participate, the philippines strategically 
chose an arbitral tribunal rather than insist on a permanent court.

second, the legal approach is not exclusive from other approaches 
to the peaceful settlement of disputes and can, in fact, go together with 
them. in the un charter, the legal approach—which includes arbitration 
(adjudication through an arbitral tribunal) and judicial settlement (adju-
dication through a permanent court)—is only one method of resolving 
disputes. other methods include negotiation, enquiry, mediation, 
conciliation, and resort to regional or international agencies. indeed, the 
philippines at that time pursued the legal approach (arbitration) simul-
taneously with two other approaches: a “political” approach (multilateral 
engagement of AseAn) and a “diplomatic” approach (continued bilateral 
discussions with china on other issues).

third, even though the legal approach is peaceful and depends on 
mutual consent by the parties, it can be viewed by the defendant state 
as unfriendly and adversarial, thus potentially damaging the bilat-
eral relationship. such was china’s reaction to the arbitration case. it 
returned the philippines’ notification and statement of claims, refused 
to formally participate in the proceedings, and publicly denounced 
the ruling. despite the philippines’ efforts to engage its neighbor on 
other areas, china set restrictions on the import of agricultural prod-
ucts from the philippines and issued an advisory against traveling to 
the country. it also repeatedly accused the philippines of escalating 
tensions in the region. if states are thus to insist on the legal approach, 
they must also explore simultaneously pursuing conflict prevention 
and management strategies.

fourth, the legal approach ultimately relies on the parties to enforce the 
settlement by themselves; it does not end with securing a favorable ruling. 
china’s rejection of the ruling is telling because there is no higher authority 
that can compel states to comply with international rulings. absent the 
willingness of one party, the other party will have to induce compliance 
through other means. the philippines initially attempted to rally interna-
tional support to raise the reputational cost of noncompliance for china, 
but under president duterte, it decided to set aside the ruling in favor of 
improving bilateral ties, hoping that it will eventually shape a regional envi-
ronment more conducive for compliance. other states may face the same 
problem with the legal approach because even if a party agrees to refer 
the disputes to an international court or tribunal, the agreement is not an 
assurance that that party will eventually comply with the ruling.

finally, the legal approach cannot guarantee dispute resolution. 
despite the philippines’ efforts, the south china sea disputes remain 
unresolved and incidents are still being reported. for one, the arbitration 
only settled questions of maritime entitlement and left open questions 
of sovereignty, which lie at the core of the disputes. for another, china 
rejects the ruling, which, if respected, can prevent incidents at sea, reduce 
tensions, and breed mutual trust and confidence among the claimant 
states. by itself, the Arbitration Award is an important step toward even-
tual dispute settlement in the south china sea, but political realities must 
always be considered with the legal approach. however comprehensive 
the ruling may be in clarifying the issues, disputes will continue absent the 
political will and commitment of all parties to reach a settlement.

with these considerations, it is clear, drawing just from the philippine 
experience that the legal approach is inherently limited and its viability 
depends on many other factors. the legal approach is, at the core, a means 
to an end. it is not enough to develop solid, shatterproof legal arguments, 
but states must also be careful about whether to throw them at all and, if 
one decides to go with the legal offensive, be skillful about how best to 
deploy them. the choice of forum, the deployment of simultaneous conflict 
prevention and management approaches, and the post-verdict strategy to 
ensure compliance are as important as, if not more important to, having 
well founded legal claims. ultimately, the success of the legal approach 
depends not only on legal brilliance but also on political and diplomatic 
ingenuity. the philippines succeeded in securing a legal victory that 
changed the geography of the south china sea disputes to its advantage. 
china’s “nine-dash line” claim was shown to have no legal basis; the extent of 
the philippines’ exclusive economic zone was clarified and its rights therein 
were affirmed; and the legal status of the disputed features were estab-
lished. the challenge now is to induce china’s compliance and translate the 
legal victory into concrete gains.

		

Endnote:  The Philippines had sued other countries to resolve international 
economic disputes under the World Trade Organization Dispute Settlement 
Mechanism. The Philippines had also submitted an application before to the 
International Court of Justice to intervene in a sovereignty case between 
Indonesia and Malaysia over the Ligitan and Sipadan Islands, but the Court 
eventually rejected it.

Visit the original article at http://www.fsi.gov.ph/
considerations-on-the-legal-approach-to-dispute-settlement-the-philippine-
experience-with-the-south-china-sea-arbitration/. 

Edcel John A. Ibarra is a Foreign Affairs Research Specialist with the Center for 
International Relations and Strategic Studies of the Foreign Service Institute. Mr. 
Ibarra can be reached at eaibarra@fsi.gov.ph. The views expressed in this publication 
are of the authors alone and do not reflect the official position of the Foreign Service 
Institute, the Department of Foreign Affairs and the Government of the Philippines.

Ibarra, Edcel John A. 2018. "Considerations on the Legal Approach to Dispute 
Settlement: The Philippine Experience with the South China Sea Arbitration." 
CIRSS Commentaries 5, no. 5 (March), http://www.fsi.gov.ph/wp-content/
uploads/2018/03/Vol-V-No-5-0313-PH-Experience-in-SCS-Arbitration-Ibarra.pdf.

Source: D.Rosenberg/Middlebury College/Harvard Asia Quarterly/
Philippine Government/Themalaymailonline.com
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Seafarer Shore Leave  
Gets Extra Protection

by IMO News

seafarers’ rights to shore leave have been strengthened 
through amendments, which entered into force glob-
ally on 1-january-2018, under the revised treaty, which 

aims to achieve the smooth transit in ports of ships, cargo and 
passengers. the amendments to the convention on facilitation 
of international Maritime traffic (fAl convention) also bring 
in a new requirement for national governments to introduce 
electronic information exchange including electronic data inter-
change (edi) to transmit information related to maritime trans-
port. this should be in place by 8-april-2019, with provision for a 
transitional period of at least 12 months during which paper and 
electronic documents would also be allowed.
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the amendment to the international standard on shore leave 
adds a new provision, on top of the requirement to allow crew 
ashore while the ship on which they arrive is in port. this new 
provision says there should be no discrimination on grounds of 
nationality, race, color, sex, religion, political opinion, or social 
origin. shore leave should be granted, irrespective of the flag 
state of the ship. if any request is turned down, the relevant public 
authorities must provide an explanation to the crewmember 
and the master, which the seafarer or master can request to be 
provided in writing.   
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Philippine Officials  
Trained in Forming  

Maritime Transport Policy
by IMO News
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officials from various government entities in the philip-
pines have received training in how to develop a national 
Maritime transport Policy (nMPt). the concept is being 

promoted by imo as a good governance practice to guide planning, 
decision making and legislation in the maritime sector, and as a key 
driver for a country's sustainable development. the event took place 
in manila, philippines (6-8 march), organized by imo together with the 
philippines Maritime industry Authority (MArinA) and the world 
Maritime university (wMu).

the training comes at an opportune moment – with the philippines 
in the process of adopting its Maritime industry development Plan 
(MidP) 2018-2028 – designed to enhance the country’s maritime 
industry. forty-five officials took part in the manila event, which was 
run by imo’s josephine uranza, wmu’s professor neil bellefontaine, 
and associate professor henning jessen.   
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"Great Powers, Grand Strategies:  
The New Game in the South China Sea" 

-- A Book Review
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

“great Powers, grand strategies: the new game in the south 
china sea”, edited by Anders corr (u.s. naval institute Press, 
2018), is a good read because it puts the south china sea conflict into 
a global strategic context. in so doing, it looks at the movements of 
china well within the eez of philippine coasts, a topic dear to my heart, 
through the optics of all major global powers. this issue has caught 
the interest and ire of filipinos all over the world, and this book makes 
clear why it is an issue well beyond philippine shores.

the discussion is framed by a definition of grand strategy as “a 
set of plans to achieve a set of impor-
tant state goals through the utilization 
of all its resources, including economic, 
diplomatic, and military means and 
interactions.” the definition shall be the 
format and basis of this book review, but 
not necessarily in the same order.

Military. since 1997, china’s defense 
budget grew over 600%, making itself 
the 2nd largest defense spender in 2016 
after the united states. this drives the 
arms race in the east asia region. china’s 
posture and activities have been unques-
tionably offensive in the south china sea 
(scs). china disregards and disrespects 
international law, and “demands” joint 
development and exploration of the 
resource-rich islands in the scs. however, 
china’s lack of transparency may also be 
hiding the true technological quality and 
quantity of their total arsenal.

the top 5 in military expenditure 
globally (us, china, russia, india, 
japan), the european union (eu), and 
AseAn, together, could have influence 
in the conflicts in the scs. at present, the 
us is still the top defense spender, albeit 
over-stretched in its resources with a citi-
zenry weary of war. dr. corr predicts that 
unless the us increases defense spending, 
by 2025, the us and china will be on mili-
tary parity in the south china sea, and the 
us will then not be able to effectively protect friends like the philippines 
or vietnam from china’s predation. china at that point might even take 
the top spot and could make a preemptive but limited war against the us.

china’s increased defense expenditures are to meet the following 
goals: (1) solidify standing as a global power; (2) maintain pressure on 
taiwan to rejoin the mainland; (3) develop expeditionary military capa-
bilities; (4) expand control of hydrocarbon resources, fish, sea lines of 

communication (slocs) in the scs; (5) increase naval power projec-
tion, littoral security, and territorial claims; and (6) pressure us military 
forces in the region to withdraw.

diplomatic. the strong words of us secretary of defense Ashton 
carter against china’s massive reclamations in the scs, serves as 
a warning that the us would uphold international law to protect 
freedom of navigation for naval and civilian vessels in the scs.

the us has a 1951 mutual defense treaty to defend the 
Philippines. but china has occupied and built massive military infra-

structure covering over 200 acres in a 
span of 18 months on philippine terri-
tories (e.g., on mischief reef; subi reef, 
and fiery cross reef, where in april or 
may they placed surface-to-air missiles 
and anti-ship cruise missiles) in the scs, 
simultaneously accusing the us of being 
the source of instability in the area. this, 
while they occupy scarborough shoal 
within the philippine eez as well. neither 
the us nor the philippines have posted 
permanent vessels to monitor the area, 
something quite puzzling from the sole 
perspective of naval defense. however, 
this scenario makes the us’ resolve to 
defend the philippines seem question-
able to both the philippines and china.

the scs conflict cannot be seen 
outside the context of japan and taiwan. 
the us has a 1960 treaty of mutual 
cooperation with japan where the us is 
obligated to protect the senkaku islands 
as part of japan’s territory, but which 
are also being claimed by taiwan. the 
taiwan navy regards freedom of naviga-
tion of utmost importance.

the 1979 taiwan relations act 
authorizes the us to sell arms to taiwan. 
however, to navigate into the taiwan 
strait, depends upon freedom of naviga-
tion in the scs. and there‘s the rub – the 
us refuses to recognize the sovereignty 

claims of china in the scs.

resources. china calls its top 3 overseas interests – energy, fishing, 
and slocs. in 2009, china had circulated a map with 9 dashes indicating 
its sovereign territories in the scs. regardless of distance from its coast-
line, china claimed sovereignty over the paracels to the west; scarborough 
shoal to the east; spratlys to the south; and natunas to the southwest.
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the most important resource interests of china in the scs are 
the 58 trillion cubic meters of gas and 29 billion tons of oil deposits, 
totaling 70.78 billion tons in reserves, more than enough to supply 
china’s needs for 60 years, and making the scs the 3rd largest reserve 
in the world, next to venezuela and saudi arabia. beyond energy 
resources are the fish catch, which accounts for 12% of the world’s 
catch, and the corral reefs that account for 30% of the world’s corrals, 
and habitats for thousands of marine animals. at the bottom of the 
sea are rare earths, minerals such as metallic ores, and on land are 
phosphoric and lime mines, all of which are attractive to china and its 
over-fished seas. by 2013, over-populated china became the world’s 
highest net oil importer.

by reclaiming the reefs into islands, china had built outposts in the 
scs that she may later use to block ships from passing through. china 
has rammed and capsized big ships as well as fishing vessels of its neigh-
bors, and evicted local fishermen from their traditional fishing coasts.

tactics. china has been using brinkmanship, an effective form 
of intimidation, against its less powerful neighbors. it has made 
repeated verbal assurances that it would work in harmony with its 
neighbors, which is rather a big mistake for naïve countries to believe 
in china’s words, rather than in its actions. in the “win-win” arrange-
ment promoted by president xi to jointly develop the resources to 
increase gdp of all participants, china demands at least a 50% stake, 
and the rest of the claimant countries get a slice of the remainder. 
more recently it has become a 60% take, but even this is unclear. china 
could demand more later depending on whether it also tries to charge 
for any machinery, labor, or expertise it provides. and this is from a 
country farthest from the disputed islands in the scs.

when faced with a problem, china prefers bilateral talks and 
arrangements, but this is rather due to mastered bribery tactics to 
dominate the weaker country; it is a delaying tactic until china solidi-
fies control of a territory, and in so doing, discourages other countries 
from following the unclos arbitral path that the philippines took. the 
win-win rhetoric is just a ploy, a zero-sum game solely in favor of china.

the us has had more frequent joint exercises with the philippine 
troops. the us also passed through the spratlys to prove that these are 
legally navigable international waters in opposition to china’s claim 
of sovereign territory over the spratly island group and the waters 
surrounding the islands. the us had also flown reconnaissance jets over 
the scs, and was able to record the massive military construction being 
done by china early on. similar reconnaissance jets in djibouti, africa, 
were subject to chinese military laser attacks in may, causing damage 
to u.s. pilots’ eyesight. with the lack of a stronger military response from 
the us, the philippines has had to balance between the us and china.

the root of china’s Aggressive Behavior. china’s incursions into the 
scs are predicated on a sense of entitlement, a “false memory syndrome.” 
it is historically baseless to see themselves not as expansionists but rather 
“defending their territories” because these islands and reefs were never 
part of china. most islands were merely renamed from their original british 
names to chinese. spratly became nanwei, james shoal became zengmu 
ansha, etc. in 1974, china attacked and killed 64 vietnamese marines to 
capture the paracels. in 1988, china grabbed johnson reef from vietnam 
by shelling the vietnamese ship and machine-gunning 84 vietnamese 
marines to their death. after 1988, china employed incrementalism in 
building new islands in the scs until the present –all supposedly to eradi-
cate their century of national humiliation.

this is one place in the book that is lacking – an analysis of the effects 
that this supposed century of humiliation has had on the conflict. china 
supposedly recalls its deep shame, but in reality it is another propa-
ganda ploy. i find it quite convoluted for china to use it as their rallying 
cry when in truth their actions are to completely negate their words, a 

staged double-talk that china utilizes with absolutely no shame.

although china vehemently refuses to accept the arbitral tribunal 
findings under unclos because china claims its ancient sover-
eign rights supercedes the unclos claim, the un tribunal judges 
dismissed china’s argument. the tribunal found that china “violated 
the philippines’ eez,” and “inflicted irreparable harm to the marine 
environment” during its reclamations in the scs. china then aimed to 
discredit unclos from then on.

china’s reclamations in the scs are analogous to the israeli settle-
ment-building in the west bank. other smaller countries submit to do 
joint exploration with china, even if legal judgment is in their favor, 
and regardless of china’s flawed sense of righteousness. “The disputes 
can only be truly resolved “by challenging China’s view of history, and 
thereby undermining China’s sense of righteousness,” writes famous 
south china sea historian bill hayton in the volume. hayton also 
pushes for states interested in long lasting peace, “to go beyond 
their stances of neutrality on the territorial questions.” he adds that, 
“Instead, they need to assert that territorial claims without a foun-
dation in verifiable evidence are not a viable basis for dialogue and 
conflict resolution.” these are wise words of strength. my philippines, 
and the united states, should not cave in to china.

china has had only one country that it skirts around, watching its 
reactions and non-reactions – the us. and we should remember that 
the philippines has in the past, along with thailand and singapore, 
been the us’ strongest ally in southeast asia. china is therefore in a 
tight spot. while china has succeeded in avoiding war with the us 
through its “salami-slicing” aggression, it has gained deep animosity 
from neighboring asian countries, thereby galvanizing nationalistic 
anti-china sentiments. china obviously did not take its little neighbors 
(but serious claimant states) into consideration. the us now finds a 
gaping hole in china’s grand strategy, the patriotic citizens of 
southeast Asia, from which it can expand the us’ role as protector of 
national sovereignties in these asian countries surrounding the scs.

china’s neighboring countries are now investing more on defense 
and joint activities with the us, as a result of china’s continued illegal 
dredging and militarization of islands in the scs, despite the unclos 
arbitral ruling. the inordinately fast pace of china’s military build-up 
to increase “defense” and control over the scs is all falsely based on an 
invented myth that the scs was once their “lost territory.” but truly, for 
all of china’s trumpeting about its centuries-old culture, no historian 
has ever known or heard of china’s lost “atlantis.” china does have a 
fake news problem, but also a much bigger fake history problem.

the limelight of this decade is on maritime power. china aims to be 
in the top 8 navies by 2020; the top 5 by 2030; and the top 3 by 2049. 
china’s territorial expansion in the scs is unilateral, in utter disregard 
of international rulings on the laws of the sea and based instead on 
a mistaken historical claim of china’s sovereignty over the 3 million 
square miles of maritime territory in the scs. china also has absolutely 
no respect for eeZ rights and continental shelves. scarborough shoal 
is 470nm to china, while only 125nm to philippines, well within the 
philippines’ 200nm eeZ. the same applies to reed bank. yet china 
sent away a philippine survey vessel from reed bank in 2011; and 
continued to survey scarborough shoal underwater in 2016. china’s 
diplomatic, economic and military powers have similarly gotten laos, 
cambodia, and thailand to surrender aspects of their sovereignty; to a 
lesser degree, malaysia as well.

china’s new naval stations in seized islands like cuarteron, fiery 
cross, gaven, hughes, johnson, mischief and subi reefs –china’s 7 
occupations in the spratlys– not only have dramatically increased 
chinese warships but also provided china the confidence to challenge 
anyone who dares to sail or fly over their so-called territory. they often 
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justify these as weather stations, rescue stations or even for environ-
mental study. but in the book, former p-8 flight officer sean liedman 
(capt., usn, ret.) makes the important point that these islands experi-
enced the fastest rate of permanent coral loss in human history. clearly, 
china’s rhetoric versus actions has a pattern of two-faced dualism that 
only leads to more distrust. china had stated that only involved asian 
countries can interfere during conflicts, alluding to the interference of 
us and japan. yet china sent its submarine all the way to the indian 
ocean and claims to have interests there.

china’s grand strategy is to be the leader of asia and the world, 
and to lay the blame for all the instability and conflicts left in its wake 
mainly to the us presence –from southeast asia to south asia– where 
smaller country economies are highly dependent on seaborne trade, 
and therefore, freedom of navigation in international waters. even 
india now needs to defend itself with greater vigor against an expan-
sive china, not only in the indian ocean, but also in the himalayas. 
china’s most important tactical accomplishment is not island-building 
nor imposing its 9-dash line sovereignty, but rather in bribing officials, 
splitting factions off formerly strong alliances, buying off countries, 
and rendering the asean weightless and powerless to impose inter-
national rulings, let alone discuss the conflicts in the scs. calling it a 
grand strategy is just more wholesome than what it really is: bribery 
and illegal island grabbing, inclusive of air, sea and sky.

economic. the worries do not end in asia, as china’s claws have 
now been seen rising up in the arctic. it has established the asian 
infrastructure investment bank (aiib) to challenge the world bank and 
the asian development bank. in the near future, if china gets its way, 
there will stand a united nations of asia centered in beijing, with its 
own security council to decide the fate of the asian countries. china 
will institute its own international law with chinese characteristics, 

starting with its obstruction of a code of conduct in asean. the very 
country that virtually does not respect peace treaties, even where she 
is a signatory member, is now taking the helm.

china’s attempts to eliminate us-japan security alliances and 
military assistance to vietnam and philippines have increased mostly 
through blatant threats and harassment tactics. and if that didn’t work, 
through extravagant promises of infrastructure loans in the ballpark of 
$20 billion which have been offered to laos, cambodia, and recently, 
the philippines. as a result, the us and japan have only become more 
occupied in showing its presence in the scs more than ever as asean 
became fragmented. us and japan contribute to increase maritime 
capacity building of china’s neighboring countries in the scs, while 
russia helps build military capacity of vietnam to help deter china’s 
aggression in the scs, although russia failed to hold sway as asean’s 
balancer in asia.

conclusion. the intricacies of china’s (un)diplomatic and military 
tactics are set out throughout the book, which would be too much 
for me to itemize just for the sake of comprehensiveness.  let me 
instead invite you to read, “great Powers, grand strategies”. from 
the in-depth introduction to the incisive chapters, the tactical and stra-
tegic events and analyses provided by the authors will make it difficult 
to put this book down. it shows the minutia of how china’s brand of 
defiance has brought instability in the asia region. the us will need 
to respond strongly to compel china to adhere to international law, at 
least by signing and ratifying unclos, to empower the claimant states 
to keep up the fight. and given the lack of collective power projection 
by the eu, the responsibility for keeping the expansionism of china in 
check eventually lies with not only the us, but with patriotic citizens 
in all claimant countries. unless this takes place, then china’s “might 
makes right” will prevail.   

Happy    120th 
     Independence 
                       Day!

June 12, 2018
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 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
 NEPALESE ARMY

Members of the non-state terrorist actor Daesh are being 
gradually driven away from the Middle East and see an 
opportunity in Nepal, with its open borders with India and 
easy access to the rest of Asia. The nation’s lack of short 
range air defence capabilities could be soon exploited by 
adversaries to attack cities and try and take over parts of 
the country to base their new stronghold.

Brigadier General Arun Ghale, from the Air Defence 
regiment of the Nepali Army will be talking about 
countering commercial and repurposed small 
unmanned aerial vehicles and how they changed 
air defence requirements; how they are deployed 
to exploit existing radar systems; and how SHORAD 
systems can be adapted to counter them.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
  JAPANESE MARITIME  

DEFENCE FORCE (NAVY)

ACTIVE PROCUREMENT: LAND AEGIS SYSTEM
In light of North Korea’s growing threat, Japan’s Defence 
Ministry has approved in December the procurement of 
two Aegis Ashore systems. This will to add to its current 
two-step missile defence, comprising Patriot batteries and 
Aegis-equipped destroyers.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  

AIR FORCE
 
 
 

ACTIVE PROCUREMENT: VSHORAD, COUNTER-DRONES, 
COUNTER ARTILLERY, ROCKET AND MORTAR
The persistent threat from North Korea’s ballistic missile 
development has prompted the nation to enhance their 
air defence on the whole spectrum.

The incoming Major General Commanding, Air 
Defense Missile Command of the Republic of Korea 
Air Force will be delivering the keynote presentation of 
the first day of the conference, on the nation’s aircraft 
and tactical ballistic missile defence operation concept 
and its future development plan.

Dr Dong-Jung Keum, R&D Project Manager of Counter 
UAV at the Agency for Defence Development of the 
Republic of Korea will be speaking about improvements 
in detection, tracking and defeating of low, slow and 
small aerial targets and understanding how they are 
deployed against existing aerial defences in the nation; 
the current efforts of the nation to counter them; 
potential solutions that could be deployed against them.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
  TAIWAN AIR DEFENCE  

MISSILE COMMAND 

Regional tensions are escalating defence building and 
especially the island-nation’s air defence capabilities. 
China is a big concern, having in last March deployed the 
advanced Dong Feng 16 ballistic missile.

Lieutenant General Fan Dawei, from the Air and 
Missile Defence Command of the Republic of China 
Air Force, will be talking about their new air and missile 
command and redefining force structure; the reasons 
behind the fusion of the Air Force’s Air Defence 
Artillery and the Air Defence Missile command and 
how it helped the nation’s air defence efforts.

He will be joined by Admiral Chen Yeong-Kang, 
Director of National Chung- Shen Institute of Science 
and Technology, Taiwan, will be delivering a keynote 
presentation on developing the island nations’ 
capability in air defence.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
  PHILIPPINE ARMY AND  

PHILIPPINE AIR FORCE
 

ACTIVE PROCUREMENT: 2nd HORIZON 
The Philippines is currently undergoing the three-horizon 
holistic military modernisation process of its armed forces, 
while also countering the ongoing terrorism threat Daesh 
poses along with affiliated groups with its outdated radar 
systems. This is prompting new adapted solutions.

Lieutenant General Rolando Joselita Bautista, 
Commanding General of the Philippine Army will 
address the keynote presentation of the second day 
of the conference by identifying the spectrum of air 
defence and how the threat will develop in the next 10 
years; identifying key threat vectors; and the criticality 
of regional partners in air defence.

Colonel Erwin A De Asis FA, Army Artillery Regiment 
Commander of the Philippine Army will be speaking 
about the Philippines Armed Forces modernisation 
programme and its implementation plan and timescales 
and the armed forces’ upcoming priorities in radar and 
missile defence system acquisition.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
 INDONESIAN NAVY 

The rapidly changing security in the region and in 
particular the South China Sea tensions and the risk 
posed by cross-border terrorism have provoked a shift in 
Indonesia’s focus on its defence strategy. Now, the nation 
is looking to reinforce its air and marine defences, and 
needs solutions to face the growing terrorist threat.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
 MALAYSIAN ARMY

The disappearance of the Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 
in March 2014 revealed the lack of radars and air monitoring 
in Malaysia, prompting a requirement for an affordable 
radar system for 24/7 listening watch, a key component of 
their recent upgrades in Air Defence capability.

Brigadier General Dato’ Yusri bin Hj Anwar, Commander 
of Air Defence Artillery Group of the Malaysian Army 
will be speaking at the event about the ForceSHIELD 
Air Defence System deployment in Malaysia and 
its procurement process, from the definition of the 
requirement to the consequences of putting Malaysia as 
a regional defence partner in the region.
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Cambodia is seen as one of the region’s biggest terrorism 
risk, mostly due to a wide anti-government sentiment 
vastly present enabled by political circumstance, 
community tensions and a resource deficiency, but also 
the lack of defence against low, slow and small UAVs. 
Non-state actors such as Daesh are taking advantage of 
this tense atmosphere, establishing Cambodia as a refuge 
and operating base for Asia. 
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Singapore’s options for depth defence are geographically 
limited and the city-state requires appropriate measures. 
It currently has a requirement for updated radar systems 
following developments in Himad/THAAD range, as part 
of the Army’s on-going modernisation efforts.
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 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
 NEPALESE ARMY

Members of the non-state terrorist actor Daesh are being 
gradually driven away from the Middle East and see an 
opportunity in Nepal, with its open borders with India and 
easy access to the rest of Asia. The nation’s lack of short 
range air defence capabilities could be soon exploited by 
adversaries to attack cities and try and take over parts of 
the country to base their new stronghold.

Brigadier General Arun Ghale, from the Air Defence 
regiment of the Nepali Army will be talking about 
countering commercial and repurposed small 
unmanned aerial vehicles and how they changed 
air defence requirements; how they are deployed 
to exploit existing radar systems; and how SHORAD 
systems can be adapted to counter them.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
  JAPANESE MARITIME  

DEFENCE FORCE (NAVY)

ACTIVE PROCUREMENT: LAND AEGIS SYSTEM
In light of North Korea’s growing threat, Japan’s Defence 
Ministry has approved in December the procurement of 
two Aegis Ashore systems. This will to add to its current 
two-step missile defence, comprising Patriot batteries and 
Aegis-equipped destroyers.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
  REPUBLIC OF KOREA  

AIR FORCE
 
 
 

ACTIVE PROCUREMENT: VSHORAD, COUNTER-DRONES, 
COUNTER ARTILLERY, ROCKET AND MORTAR
The persistent threat from North Korea’s ballistic missile 
development has prompted the nation to enhance their 
air defence on the whole spectrum.

The incoming Major General Commanding, Air 
Defense Missile Command of the Republic of Korea 
Air Force will be delivering the keynote presentation of 
the first day of the conference, on the nation’s aircraft 
and tactical ballistic missile defence operation concept 
and its future development plan.

Dr Dong-Jung Keum, R&D Project Manager of Counter 
UAV at the Agency for Defence Development of the 
Republic of Korea will be speaking about improvements 
in detection, tracking and defeating of low, slow and 
small aerial targets and understanding how they are 
deployed against existing aerial defences in the nation; 
the current efforts of the nation to counter them; 
potential solutions that could be deployed against them.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
  TAIWAN AIR DEFENCE  

MISSILE COMMAND 

Regional tensions are escalating defence building and 
especially the island-nation’s air defence capabilities. 
China is a big concern, having in last March deployed the 
advanced Dong Feng 16 ballistic missile.

Lieutenant General Fan Dawei, from the Air and 
Missile Defence Command of the Republic of China 
Air Force, will be talking about their new air and missile 
command and redefining force structure; the reasons 
behind the fusion of the Air Force’s Air Defence 
Artillery and the Air Defence Missile command and 
how it helped the nation’s air defence efforts.

He will be joined by Admiral Chen Yeong-Kang, 
Director of National Chung- Shen Institute of Science 
and Technology, Taiwan, will be delivering a keynote 
presentation on developing the island nations’ 
capability in air defence.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
  PHILIPPINE ARMY AND  

PHILIPPINE AIR FORCE
 

ACTIVE PROCUREMENT: 2nd HORIZON 
The Philippines is currently undergoing the three-horizon 
holistic military modernisation process of its armed forces, 
while also countering the ongoing terrorism threat Daesh 
poses along with affiliated groups with its outdated radar 
systems. This is prompting new adapted solutions.

Lieutenant General Rolando Joselita Bautista, 
Commanding General of the Philippine Army will 
address the keynote presentation of the second day 
of the conference by identifying the spectrum of air 
defence and how the threat will develop in the next 10 
years; identifying key threat vectors; and the criticality 
of regional partners in air defence.

Colonel Erwin A De Asis FA, Army Artillery Regiment 
Commander of the Philippine Army will be speaking 
about the Philippines Armed Forces modernisation 
programme and its implementation plan and timescales 
and the armed forces’ upcoming priorities in radar and 
missile defence system acquisition.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
 INDONESIAN NAVY 

The rapidly changing security in the region and in 
particular the South China Sea tensions and the risk 
posed by cross-border terrorism have provoked a shift in 
Indonesia’s focus on its defence strategy. Now, the nation 
is looking to reinforce its air and marine defences, and 
needs solutions to face the growing terrorist threat.

 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
 MALAYSIAN ARMY

The disappearance of the Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 
in March 2014 revealed the lack of radars and air monitoring 
in Malaysia, prompting a requirement for an affordable 
radar system for 24/7 listening watch, a key component of 
their recent upgrades in Air Defence capability.

Brigadier General Dato’ Yusri bin Hj Anwar, Commander 
of Air Defence Artillery Group of the Malaysian Army 
will be speaking at the event about the ForceSHIELD 
Air Defence System deployment in Malaysia and 
its procurement process, from the definition of the 
requirement to the consequences of putting Malaysia as 
a regional defence partner in the region.
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Cambodia is seen as one of the region’s biggest terrorism 
risk, mostly due to a wide anti-government sentiment 
vastly present enabled by political circumstance, 
community tensions and a resource deficiency, but also 
the lack of defence against low, slow and small UAVs. 
Non-state actors such as Daesh are taking advantage of 
this tense atmosphere, establishing Cambodia as a refuge 
and operating base for Asia. 
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 IN CHARGE OF AIR DEFENCE:  
 ROYAL SINGAPORE AIR FORCE

Singapore’s options for depth defence are geographically 
limited and the city-state requires appropriate measures. 
It currently has a requirement for updated radar systems 
following developments in Himad/THAAD range, as part 
of the Army’s on-going modernisation efforts.
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Enhanced Role of Philippine Naval 
Aviation

by Snake Eyes 98

as part of modernization, the philippine navy procured five 
new helicopters manufactured by italy’s Agusta westland 
to replace the ageing helicopters in its inventory. three of 

these aircrafts that are in multi-role configuration were delivered in 
2013 while the other two in armed-configuration came in 2015. these 
helicopters gave the Philippine navy a great leap in terms of capabili-
ties and are considered a progressive upgrade for modernization.

the Background. on 23-may-2017, Abu sayyaf terrorists, led by 
isnilon hapilon and the Maute group, under the leader-
ship of the brothers Abdullah Maute and omar 

Maute, seized and inflicted damage to some of the vital infrastructure 
of marawi city. the combined forces of these terrorist groups that 
declared their affiliation with the islamic state of 
iraq and levant (isil) intended to establish an inde-
pendent isil state in mindanao by means of jihad. 
with this primary objective, they captured govern-
ment facilities such as the marawi city jail and police 
stations, hospitals, schools, and desecrated and 
burned churches and other vital infrastructures to 
make their presence known and to show the world 
that they mean business.  along the way, they held 
hostages and went on a killing spree on govern-
ment forces and innocent civilians, and continued to 
strengthen their ranks by threatening people to join 
their group or be killed. such acts of terrorism led the 
commander-in-chief, president rodrigo duterte to 

sign proclamation nr 216, declaring martial law in all of mindanao and 
the suspension of the privilege of writ of habeas corpus.

a week later, the navy celebrated of its 119th founding anniver-
sary in davao city where 2 naval helicopters participated in capability 
demonstrations to highlight the capability of the helicopters for naval 
operations, particularly hostage rescue mission with no other than 
the president witnessing the same aboard ship.

the call. except for training flights and ground troop transport 
sorties in jolo and basilan, naval helicopters 

had not 

been utilized at the forefront of any battle.  hence, the navy 
pilots and crew had very limited experience in close 
air support. when the news broke out that marawi 
was under siege, the pilots who were deployed 
for the navy anniversary air demo thought that 
the crisis would be quelled immediately and that 
government troops would easily overcome the 
terrorist group conducting “petty skirmishes” to 
disrupt the peace and order in that city.

but then, they were wrong. soon thereafter, 
on 03-june-2017, the pilots were alerted to swing 
to actual combat operations when the philippine 
navy leadership decided that naval helos would be 
needed to augment the government troops in the 
frontline. with a high sense of morale and pride, 
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the naval pilots immediately responded to the call of duty and upon 
the issuance of formal directive, flew their aircraft on 06 june initially 
to zamboanga city to get instructions from commander, naval forces 
western mindanao radm rene v Medina afp, then to lumbia airport, 
cagayan de oro city where other aircraft of the afp supporting front 
line troops are stationed.

this deployment was quite a challenge for the naval pilots consid-
ering that naval helos are supposed to be an extension of the capability 
of her mother ship.  in the absence of a mothership, the naval helos 
are then isolated of their support facilities (i.e., billeting and messing of 
the pilots, refueling and maintenance of the aircraft, etc.).  in short, the 
pilots were tasked to operate in an environment totally different from 
where they were doctrinally taught. with the great number of air force 
pilots and crew, along with their respective aircraft stationed in cagayan 
de oro, the navy pilots had to look for their support requirements else-
where. fortunately, the Philippine Army’s 4th infantry division at 
patag, cagayan de oro city warmly hosted them. upon settling down and 
orienting themselves with the new environment, they 
i m m e d i a t e l y planned to proceed to where 
t h e action is:  Marawi city.

one naval helo was under 
direct control of naval task group (ntg) “tiger” under marine bgen 
custodio Parcon afp commander (later transferred to marine bgen 
Melquiades ordiales) whose tactical command post was located at 
the mindanao state university (msu) in marawi. in order for the pilots 
to be oriented with the battle space, they had to fly and land at msu 
to get the much needed reports and briefing prior to the conduct of 
combat sorties, and to setup necessary equipment that would allow 
the ground commander to see in real time a view of the battlefield. 
later, reports indicated that the navy pilots were considered brave 
enough to land at msu since isil sympathizers reported the naval 
helo’s frequent landings as a valuable target.

the Baptism. after orienting themselves on the campaign situa-
tion, the pilots geared for action to conduct their very first potential 
combat mission. their initial sorties were more of a surveillance to 

search, locate and monitor enemy movements from the sky. but on 
09 june, the first target given was Padian wharf in lanao lake where 
enemy snipers targeted military personnel from the other side of the 
lake. after refueling and loading ammunitions at lumbia, the naval 
helo took off and proceeded to its first combat mission (daytime). 
unlike the air force, a single naval helo can conduct an assault on its 
own.   as a famous air strategist said:

“Would not the sight of a single enemy airplane be enough to 
induce a formidable panic? Normal life would be unable to continue 
under the constant threat of death and imminent destruction.”

– General Giulio Douhet, The Command of the Air, 1921

that single naval helo made attack dive passes until all her 500 
rounds of munitions were depleted. later that day, it was learned that 
Abdullah Maute was wounded in the attack at Padian wharf. it then 
returned to lumbia airport to refuel and rearm, and immediately took 
off for another sortie. this time the target was a pick-up truck with 
mounted 50 cal guns that was spotted retaliating fire during the first 
sortie of the chopper. exercising caution but still full of courage, 
the naval helo engaged another target where the terrorist group 
was reportedly situated.

the glory. with 2 combat sorties in a row and a reconnaissance 
mission the night before, it was indeed a tiresome day for the pilots. by 
around 4 o’clock in the afternoon while elements of Marine Battalion 
landing team 10 (MBlt 10) were engaged in a firefight against 
members of the Maute group at the vicinity of rakila compound, 
makalilay street, marawi city, joint task force Marawi requested the 
Philippine Air force to conduct another sortie of close air support 
(cas) to ease enemy pressure on government troops that were 
surrounded and pinned down by heavy enemy gun fire, including 
rocket propelled grenades (rpg), thereby leaving no maneuvering 
space to counter the enemy. the air force could provide only 1 helo. 
and, due to the numerous missions earlier that day, 1 air force helo 
had already exceeded its flying hours thus leaving its buddy alone and 
would therefore not be allowed to fly for close air support sortie as it 
would be a violation of air force doctrines.

although highly exhausted from delivering 2 strike missions earlier, 
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upon learning of the urgency of the cas mission, the naval helo pilot 
in command (pic) together with his co-pilot volunteered to undertake 
said mission to be in tandem with the paf helo.

immediately, the 2 pics with their respective crew planned and 
sought clearance to fly in tandem despite differences in established 
doctrines. upon receipt of clearance to proceed, the pilots and crew 
of both aircrafts rushed to respond to the desperate call for help from 
the marines engaged in a firefight with the enemy. shortly upon take-
off however, the situation of the responding pilots became more 
difficult with the rapidly deteriorating weather, and evening twilight 
was setting in. despite these challenges, the pilots skillfully flew 
their aircraft towards the combat zone with the objective of relieving 
enemy pressure on the pinned down troops, to enable them to safely 
maneuver and gain advantage in the ensuing battle.

once the location of the enemy and government troops were 
pinpointed, the helos maneuvered and conducted air assault to 
suppress the enemy’s attack on government troops. to the govern-
ment troops, the sight of the helos providing air support was a morale 
booster but to the enemy it was a nuisance, hence they directed 
retaliatory fire to the helos. in spite of this, the pilots of the 2 aircrafts 
pressed on. they boldly flew, an added risk on their lives, lower than 
usual to avoid dark clouds while evading enemy fire. after accurately 
expending all their cal 50 ammunition, the helos inflicted heavy casu-
alty on the enemy, including the withdrawal of their snipers situated 
on rooftops, enabling the government troops to tactically maneuver 
to a vantage position. aware that their aircraft was running low on fuel, 
and would be met by heavy rains in zero visibility and total darkness 
on their return to base, the pilots demonstrated exceptional courage 
and deep sense of duty.

this combat mission by an air force-navy team hurriedly assem-
bled, being the first of its kind, defined the essence of joint operations 
and demonstrated the synergy of the different armed services of the 
afp.

the lesson. absent existing doctrine on counter-terrorism in an 
urban setting the marawi incident provided considerable inputs in 
fighting terrorists. for one, technology significantly helps in locating, 
monitoring and suppressing the enemy. for another, morale and 
leadership boost the troop’s will to fight. also, command and control 
system is vital in harnessing synergy of the various components of the 
armed forces.

about 2 weeks before the end of the battle however, the naval 
helos were pulled out from the scene to respond to other missions at 
basilan, jolo, and tawi tawi.  given the concentration of afp assets at 
marawi, the other sectors of threat needed to be safeguarded as well.  
despite the fact that we never saw the end of the battle in marawi, 
we could certainly say, “we were there too!” we were there for love of 
country and the filipino people.   
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Maritime Forum
The League organized the Maritime Breakfast Forum (MBF) series 
in 1995 as a venue for developing plans and programs to discuss 
and resolve issues in the maritime industry. The MBF is attended 
by stakeholders in the maritime sector and resource persons in the 
government and private agencies involved in maritime concerns. 
The MBF is regularly held, without fail, every month except 
December, hosted by different agencies and organizations in the 
maritime industry. Policies and projects presented during the 
forum are published in the Maritime Review for information and 
dissemination to the general public.
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Haul Down the Pennant!
by VAdm Emilio C Marayag Jr AFP(Ret)

on 15-march-2018, navy commander Alex gianan, the last 
skipper of brp rajah humabon, ordered his chief quarter-
master to haul down the ship’s commission pennant to 

formally conclude her 38-year service in the Philippine navy (Pn). 
philippine fleet commander radm danilo rodelas presided the 
decommissioning ceremony with offshore combat force commander 
captain caesar Bernard valencia, fleet senior officers, and 10 former 
ship captains in attendance.

this cannon class destroyer escort was named after cebu island’s 
ancestral chieftain rajah humabon when ferdinand Magellan 
sailed to the philippines in 1521. formerly designated uss atherton 
(de-169), in honor of us navy ltjg john Mc dougal Atherton who 
died during the guadalcanal campaign in 1942, she entered us naval 
service in august 1943 escorting troop and logistics convoys from 
american shores to mediterranean ports. she distinguished herself as 
the first combatant to sink a german submarine, u-853, in the atlantic 
using the hedge hog anti-submarine weapon in 1945.

after her decommissioning in 1946, the us transferred her to the 
japanese navy (renamed hatsushi) where she served until 1975. the 
us later transferred her to the Philippine navy in 1978. after under-
going massive refitting, she was commissioned in february 1980 with 
captain vicente escala in command. Pn classified her as a patrol frigate 
and became the fleet’s flagship until 2015. the other ships belonging 
to the same class that Pn acquired in 1967 and 1978, respectively, were 
brp datu kalantiaw (ps76) and brp datu sikatuna (pf5).

the Pn deployed brp rajah humabon (pf11) in various operational 

areas where sea state conditions suited her sea-keeping capability. 
before Pn replaced her main engines in 1996 she became a training 
ship for two years. she participated in several overseas missions (east 
timor, thailand, vietnam, south korea, etc.) and multilateral/bilat-
eral naval exercises. she conducted numerous sovereignty patrols in 
the west philippine sea, luzon sea, and sulu sea.  in early 2001, she 
provided naval gunfire support to army forces pursuing terrorists in 
sulu island.

while the ship would no longer be put to sea for operations, the Pn 
may as well transform the vessel into a floating museum to form part 
of the country’s maritime history.

among the skippers who became flag officers were:

 � vice admirals eduardo Ma. santos, emilio Marayag jr., and 
ruben domingo;

 � rear admirals eriberto varona, Manuel de leon, gilmer 
Batestil, edgardo tamayo, isabelo gador, jaime Bernardino, 
joseph rustom Peña, jose renan suarez, leopoldo Alano, 
and giovanni carlo Bacordo; and

 � commodores nicanor hernandez, leon oribello, edsel 
lumawag, salvador esguerra, Paterno labiano, teddy Pan, 
Antonio Mendoza, virgilio garcia, edwin Mackay, nichols 
driz, and Adeluis Bordado.

a ship decommissioning ceremony is an important part of naval 
tradition that highlights and supports the nation’s armed forces core 
values: honor, loyalty, valor, duty, and solidarity.   
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Transas acquired by Wärtsilä to 
Accelerate its Smart Marine  

Ecosystem Vision
by Transas Marine News

wärtsilä, a global technology group headquartered in 
finland, announced on march 19 that it had acquired 
transas, an innovative digital solutions provider head-

quartered in the uk. this acquisition is a recognition of transas’ 
strong position in the maritime technologies market and its techno-
logical leadership. the transaction will allow transas to work within 
a global maritime company in delivering its solutions, bringing scale 
and value to the industry in need of innovation leadership. the 
move will speed wärtsilä along its path towards its smart Marine 
ecosystem vision.

this acquisition takes wärtsilä a significant step closer to achieving 
its mission of enabling sustainable societies with smart technolo-
gies. it will also speed delivery on the company’s promise to disrupt 
the industry by establishing an ecosystem that is digitally connected 
across the entire supply chain, through applications that are secure, 
smart and cloud-based.

the transaction is valued at meur 210 (enterprise value) and is 
expected to be closed in q2 of 2018.

established in 1990, transas is a global market leader in marine 
navigation solutions that include complete bridge systems, digital 
solutions and electronic charts. the company is also a leader in profes-
sional training and simulation services, ship traffic control, as well as 

monitoring, and decision-support tools. transas leverages the latest 
advances in machine learning and ai to create a unified cloud-based 
platform for managing operations across the entire marine ecosystem.

transas’ current annual net sales is eur 140 million. transas has 
22 regional offices worldwide and a distribution network that spans 
120 countries. it has a workforce of approximately 1000 employees 
who will be integrated within wärtsilä’s Marine solutions business. 
transas’ large and competent base of software engineers will play a 
key role in propelling wärtsilä to accelerate the development of smart 
digital platform products.

“It’s incredibly exciting to have this opportunity to join the Wärtsilä 
brand in delivering the future of maritime transport. The Transas team 
has significant competences in technology, along with a globally recog-
nized leadership position in navigation, simulation and traffic control 
systems. Adding these to the extensive world leading Wärtsilä services 
and products provides an unparalleled opportunity for a new ecosystem 
for maritime operations,” says frank coles, ceo, transas.

wärtsilä’s smart Marine ecosystem is a vision whereby smart 
vessels connect with smart ports and beyond to deliver three funda-
mental industry benefits: (i) maximizing the use of resources and 
operational efficiency, (ii) minimizing environmental impact and risk, 
and (iii) achieving the highest levels of safety and security.
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through data integration, greater connectivity and cloud-based 
technology, wärtsilä aims to resolve inefficiencies in the shipping 
sector resulting from over-capacity, sub-optimal fuel consumption, 
waiting times at ports and other high-traffic areas.

 “Combining Transas with Wärtsilä will bring the Smart 
Marine Ecosystem many steps forward. We can now connect Wärtsilä’s 
product portfolio, the biggest in the Marine industry, with Ship Traffic 
Control, Simulators, Navigation solutions and fleet operation solutions 
from Transas. The combined package will further improve the way a vessel 
can sail in the most cost efficient and environmental friendly way for our 
customers,” says roger holm, president, wärtsilä marine solutions.

transas' vision is to lead the way in creating an ecosystem of harmo-
nized integrated solutions in safety, navigation and ship operations. in 
creating these solutions transas unites global maritime stakeholders 
in the future of e-navigation and operations. www.transas.com

wärtsilä is a global leader in smart technologies and complete 
lifecycle solutions for the marine and energy markets. by emphasizing 
sustainable innovation, total efficiency, and data analytics, wärtsilä 
maximizes the environmental and economic performance of the 
vessels and power plants of its customers. in 2017, wärtsilä's net 
sales totaled eur 4.9 billion with approximately 18,000 employees. 
the company has operations in over 200 locations in more than 80 
countries around the world. wärtsilä is listed on nasdaq helsinki. 
www.wartsila.com

		

Sources: Transas News and Wärtsilä Media 

unmanned aerial systems (uAs) are the future. they’re where 
the maritime industry is heading and more and more compa-
nies are already beginning to embrace the opportunities they 

bring to improve safety, reduce costs, speed up processes and collect 
more accurate data. uAs have particularly huge potential when it comes 
to inspections, surveys and maintenance. as well as eliminating the need 
for staff to be sent into hazardous conditions, they cut down on time that 
would normally be spent assembling safety rigs and access equipment.

Martek is renowned for its forward-thinking approach so we were 
naturally one of the first companies to recognize this potential. we recently 
began supplying the world’s first collision-tolerant uAs, which is able to 
access even the tightest of confined spaces beyond the line of sight. it has 
a protective frame which enables it to be bumped and scraped without 
damage and it remotely captures high-resolution photos, thermal images 
and live video feed in real-time so that inspectors can work with data 
immediately.

our first customer was queensland ship surveyors Pty ltd. their 
ceo director and principle surveyor immediately recognized the bene-
fits: “I had been searching for a confined space inspection drone/robot for 
many, many years. As soon as Martek demonstrated the collision-tolerant 
UAS to me in Sydney, I placed my order. It’s simple to set up and after about 
6 hours of flying time/practice, I was ready to conduct the first confined space 
inspection. Our survey/inspection company now utilizes the world’s first 
purpose-designed collision tolerant drone to inspect confined spaces at every 
opportunity.”

it’s already had a big impact on how his business operates: “It’s made 
our confined space inspections safe with zero risk of injury or casualty to any 
person. Post-flight/mission we can go back in the confined space without going 
back in because the high-quality data collected allows us to review the results 
of the inspection over and over. After demonstrating the Collision-tolerant UAS 
to our clients, they showed great interest and enthusiasm and they can’t wait 
to have us carry out their next confined space survey/inspection.”   

Confined Space 
Inspections:  

The Revolution 
Has Begun…

by Martek Marine
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DAMEN Shipyards Cape Town (DSCT) 
Receives Project Biro Order  

from ARMSCOR

damen shipyards cape town (dsct) has received an order 
from Armscor – the acquisition agency for the south african 
department of defence – for three inshore Patrol vessels 

(iPv), with dimensions of 62 x 11 meters. the vessels form part of the 
south african navy’s Project Biro. the project aims to develop south 
africa’s maritime security, ensuring that the country has the capability 
to respond effectively, rapidly and 
cost-efficiently to maritime threats 
such as illegal trafficking and fishing.

dsct received the order exactly 
four years to the day that it received 
the order to deliver vessels for a 
previous project for the south african 
navy – project canter. the yard is 
delighted to be able to continue to 
provide support to the navy, says 
chairman mr. sam Montsi.

“we are very happy to receive 
this order and are looking forward 
to this continuation of our long-
standing relationship with the 
south african navy.”

participating in Project Biro 
underlines damen’s commitment 
to the south african government’s operation Phakisa initiative, 
which aims to unlock the potential of the country’s maritime industry.

mr. Montsi continues: “at dsct we are not only about shipbuilding 
and repair, but also about providing people with the opportunities 

needed to reach their potential – whether they work for us or for one of 
our many local suppliers – and supporting the country’s economy. dsct 
is about the development of an entire shipbuilding and related industries.

naturally, with this philosophy in mind, dsct will be sourcing as 
many components and services as possible for the project from south 
africa-based suppliers. in this regard, dsct plans to provide active 

support for the government’s 
enterprise supplier development 
program, supporting small and 
micro-businesses in the country.

the project will also actively 
contribute to the department of 
trade & industry’s national industrial 
participation (nip) program and the 
complimentary, defence-focused 
defence industrial participation 
(dip). in turn this contributes to the 
government’s broad-based black 
economic empowerment (bbbee) 
initiative. dsct is a level-3 bbbee 
rated company.

the iPvs will be the first vessels 
of a damen sea Axe design to 
operate in south africa. the sea axe 

is a revolutionary damen patented hull design, which offers exceptional 
seakeeping behavior. the straight-edged, axe-shaped bow cuts through 
the water, minimizing slamming for improved safety and comfort on 
board and significantly reduced fuel consumption and emissions.   
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the de Beers group has confirmed that construction of the 
world’s largest diamond mining vessel has commenced.

local media outlet, new era, highlighting the announce-
ment, said the vessel would be used exclusively for operations off 
namibia’s coast when it commences operation in 2021. debmarine 
namibia, a joint venture between the government of namibia and 
de beers, first announced a feasibility study for the offshore vessel last 
year.

construction of the vessel is expected to cost in the region of n$2 
billion ($173 million) excluding around n$5 billion ($432 million) of 
mission equipment, including crawler-mounted dredge technology 
that will be retrofitted afterwards.

making the announcement last year, debmarine said various built 
options were considered, and norway's kleven verft was chosen after 
the yard's successful construction of the deepwater diamond explora-
tion and sampling vessel, Nujoma that was launched into debmarine 
service in july 2017.

debmarine namibia became operation in 2002 and mines in 
the offshore mining license area off the southern coast of namibia. 
the company operates five diamond mining vessels, namely debmar 
atlantic, debmar pacific, !gariep, grand banks, and mafuta. two mining 
technologies are deployed, the airlift-drill and the crawler mining tech-
nology. the mining vessels mine diamonds off the ocean floor using 
advanced drill technology and supported with sophisticated tracking, 
positioning and surveying equipment.

the new vessel will be the longest vessel to-date to be built in the 
kleven shipyard. at 176 meters (577 feet), she will be slightly larger 
than the current largest vessel, mafuta (174 meters, 571 feet). similar to 
the nujoma, the new vessel will be a marin teknikk design – mt 6027 
vessel. she will also have dynamic positioning.

namibia has been strengthening its offshore diamond mining capacity, 
as land-based diamonds are expected to run out within a decade. namibia 
has more than 3,700 square miles of diamond concession at sea on the 
southwest coast, which is expected to yield millions of carats of marine 
gemstones for the next five decades.

in january this year, de beers announced it is progressing development 
of the first blockchain technology initiative to span the diamond value 
chain and provide a single, tamper-proof and permanent digital record 
for every diamond registered on the platform. the initiative will underpin 
confidence in diamonds and the diamond industry by ensuring that all 
registered diamonds are conflict-free and natural, while also enhancing 
efficiency across the sector.

following the success of an initial proof of concept trial that resulted in 
a working prototype, a pilot is now underway involving a small number of 
participants. a full system launch is expected later this year.

				

Reprinted with permission from The Maritime Executive News. Visit the original 
article at: https://www.maritime-executive.com/article/construction-of-world-s-

largest-diamond-mining-vessel-underway#gs.DLQLrEk

Construction of World's Largest 
Diamond Mining Vessel Underway

by The Maritime Executive News
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Maiden Voyage of  
Ocean Dragon 1

by Jaydon Li, MAN Engines

a new 36m long passenger ferry, ocean dragon 1, has began 
its maiden voyage, transiting from bantam (indonesia) 
to johor bahru (malaysia), and vice versa. this is a friendly 

collaboration between the malaysian and indonesian governments in 
creating this new route to shorten the travelling time to 1 hour and 15 

minutes between the two countries. normally, passengers would have 
t o transit through singapore.

this passenger vessel is powered by a man engine: 3x man d2848 
le 423 (v8-900). in the recent sea trial, ocean dragon 1 achieved a 
staggering speed of 34 knots at 23245 rpm. the vessel is able to ferry 
up to 254 passengers per trip.

pt palindo marine, a renowned indonesian shipyard, built 
this ferry. it has built hundreds of sars and patrol boats for the 
indonesian government. on record, pt palindo marine, one of 
our key customers for more than 30 years, has over 700 units of 
man engines.   
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Reducing Emissions in Ports 
by IMO News

how can ports cut emissions to ensure cleaner air and 
contribute to the battle against climate change? first, ports 
need to quantify emissions in ports, and they need to iden-

tify measures to cost-effectively reduce port-related emissions. a stra-
tegic partnership between the imo-executed gloMeeP energy effi-
ciency project and the international association of ports and harbors 
(iaph) is helping selected countries to develop port emission inven-
tories and subsequently draw up a port emission reduction strategy. 

a new three-day workshop package on the “Prevention and 
control of shipping and port air emissions” is being developed as 
part of the gloMeeP-iAPh strategic partnership. training will begin 
in May 2018, and will be rolled out to the ten lead pilot countries 
participating in the gloMeeP project. the workshops will train port 
personnel on how to develop an inventory of emissions in a port, and 
subsequently how to develop a strategy to address emissions from 
ports, based on two technical guides which are also being developed 
(Guide for assessment of emissions in ports; and Guide for the develop-
ment of port emissions reductions strategies). 

the workshop package is designed for port personnel and aims 

to increase their awareness about maritime energy efficiency from a 
port perspective and show how port management, port infrastructure 
development and port logistical systems contribute to overall mari-
time energy efficiency and air quality.

the gloMeeP team, astrid dispert and minglee hoe, met (19 
march) with experts representing iaph, from the port of los angeles, 
the port of long beach and starcrest consultancy group, to further 
develop the draft workshop package and guides.

gloMeeP technical adviser astrid dispert outlined the prospective new 
training course and the ongoing collaboration between gloMeeP and iAPh 
at the 5th Pacific Ports clean Air collaborative (PPcAc) conference, 
hosted by the port of los angeles, united states (20-22 march).

gloMeeP is a gef-undp-imo project aimed at supporting the 
uptake and implementation of energy efficiency measures for ship-
ping, thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions from shipping. 

the lead pilot countries of the gloMeeP project are: argentina, 
china, georgia, india, jamaica, malaysia, morocco, panama, philippines, 
and south africa. 
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scientific family. the Giant Clams belong to the genus Tridacna 
(bruguière 1797), of which Tridacna gigas is the largest living immobile 
bivalve mollusk in the world. the Giant Clam is known as “Taklobo” in the 
philippines. they live in the shallow coral reefs of the south china sea, 
west philippine sea, sulo sea, red sea, but mainly in the indian and south 
pacific oceans. the word Tridacna came from the latin word 'tri' meaning 
three, and ‘dacn’ from the greek meaning bite, or “Three Bites,” perhaps 
after the wavy shape of the clamshells. they have been around for over 
38 million years. antonio pigafetta, the italian navigator who joined 
ferdinand magellan in his sea travels around the world, documented 
these Giant Clams as early as 1521 in his journal. eight (8) of the twelve 
(12) known existing Giant Clam species in the world are found in the coral 
reefs of the philippines. they have a lifespan between 100-200 years. Giant 
Clams have hundreds of eyes along the edges of its mantle. the eyes are 
used to detect shadows to warn them of potential predators. the eyes are 
sensitive to green, blue, and ultraviolet light. this helps the clam position 
itself toward the sun to expose as much algae for photosynthesis. the eyes 
also detect excessive amounts of potentially harmful uv rays.

feeding. the Giant Clams can either filter-feed themselves or rely on 
photosynthesis. they use the cilia in their gills to filter phytoplankton and 
absorb oxygen from the water. the Giant Clam's mantle tissues act as a 

habitat for the single-celled algae, zooxanthellae, from which the adult 
clams get most of their nutrition. the clam opens its shells and exposes 
its mantle tissue so that the algae can receive ample sunlight needed for 
photosynthesis. through photosynthesis, the algae deliver carbohydrates 
in the form of glucose and amino acids like alanine to the clam, while the 
clam transfers its metabolic-products such as carbon dioxide, phosphates, 
nitrates, and ammonium to the algae for further utilization. thus, the Giant 
Clam can grow over 39 inches (100 cm) in length even in nutrient-poor 
coral-reef waters. the laboratory-reared Giant Clams have been observed 
to grow 5 inches (12 cm) per year (beckvar 1981). the Giant Clams cultivate 
symbiont algae in a special circulatory system. it is a symbiotic relationship. 
if the algae die, the Giant Clam will eventually die as well.

habitat. the Giant Clams live in flat coral sand or broken corals, and can 
be found in shallow warm waters and depths up to 66 ft (20 m). its popula-
tions are diminishing quickly, and the Giant Clams have become extinct in 
areas where they were once abundant. when a larval Giant Clam settles, 
it remains there for the rest of its life. in the philippines, various species 
of Giant Clams live in palawan, eastern samar, maricaban island, silaqui 
island (bolinao, pangasinan), anilao batangas, samal island (davao), 
negros, and tawi-tawi. with the help of ngos, Giant Clams have been 
restocked at the sites of anda, pangasinan; masinloc, zambales; calape, 

The Giant Clams in the Philippines
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

Tridacna gigas (True Giant Clam).  Photo Credit: Insight Philippines
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bohol; camotes island, cebu; ilocos norte: tawi-tawi; and hundred islands 
national park.

largest specimens. the largest known Giant Clam is a T. gigas specimen 
that measured 4 ft 6 inches (137 cm) in length. it was discovered in 1817 
on the northwestern coast of sumatra. the weight of the two shells was 
510 lbs (230 kg). the weight of the live clam would’ve been 550 lbs (250 
kg). an unusually heavy T. gigas was found in 1956 off ishigaki island, 
japan. it measured 3 ft 9 in (115 cm) in length, and weighed 734 lbs (333 
kg). the weight of the live clam would’ve been 750 lbs (340 kg). 

types of giant clams. the 8 types found in the philippines are: T. gigas 
(linnaeus 1758); T. deresa (roding 1798); T. squamosa (lamarck 1819); T. 
crocea (lamark 1819); T. maxima (roding 1798); T. hippopus hippopus 
(linnaeus 1758); T. hippopus porcellanus (rosewater 1982); and T. noae 
ningaloo (roding 1798). the 4 types not found in the philippines are: T. 
costata squamosina (sturany 1899) of the red sea; T. rosewateri (sirenko 
1991) of mauritius; and T. tevoroa mbalavuana (ledua 1990) of fiji; and T. 
lorenzi (monsecour 2016) of mauritius.

 

Tridacna gigas. Samal Island,  Davao del Norte.  Photo Credit: Geng 
Geminski.

Tridacna gigas (true giant clam): is the largest Giant Clam with a length 
of 47 inches (120 cm); thickness of shell up to 4 inches (10 cm); weighs 440 
lbs (200 kg), with soft parts of 22 lbs (10 kg); shell has 4-5 vertical folded 
rips with triangular inward projections at the upper margins of the shell; 
mantle is mostly golden brown, blue, green, or yellow; anchors on over-
grown sponges, corals and algae; unable to close their shells in full.

Tridacna derasa. UPMSI Bolinao Marine Lab.  Photo: Willie Lomibao / 
Inquirer.

Tridacna derasa (smooth giant clam): second largest clam; 
grows up to 24 inches (60 cm) in length, and weighs 220 lbs (100 
kg); smooth shell; has 6-7 vertical folds in its shell; hinge is rela-
tively broad; mantle shows wavy bright green, blue lines with 
orange, yellow, black, or white spots; shell closes completely. 

Tridacna hippopus hippopus.  Palau.  Photo Credit: Akvaryumist.com

Tridacna hippopus hippopus (strawberry clam; bear claw clam): grows 
up to 16 inches (40 cm) in length, and weighs 22 lbs (10 kg); thick, heavy 
shells with triangular, horse-hoof like valves at the broad base, when the 
clam is closed; mantle is brown or green; red bands at the outer side of the 
shell gives it the name strawberry clam; mantle does not extend past the 
edge of the shell; and lacks small pinhole eyes in the mantle.

 

Tridacna squamosa.  Camotes Island.  Photo Credit: Philippe Poppe.

Tridacna squamosa (fluted giant clam): grows up to 18 inches (45 cm) 
in length, and weigh 20 lbs (9.2 kg); thick-walled shell; rounded radial-
ribs that look like ruffles; fluted scaled shell; mantle often yellow-brown 
mottled with blue or green wavy lines; has a widespread distribution. 

Tridacna maxima . Photo credit: Giant Clam Sanctuary, Guinsiliban, Camiguin.
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Tridacna maxima (elongated giant clam): largest geographical distri-
bution; grows up to 16 inches (40 cm) in length, and weighs 18 lbs (8.1 
kg); can make little movements; asymmetrical oblong stretched shells; 
bright blue mantle with green or brown and black spots at mantle’s edge; 
an aquarium-favorite; eyes are on top of raised tubercles scattered over 
the mantle; bores in high or low elevation islands, lagoons, and reefs; has 
rapid growth rate due to ability to cultivate algae inside its body. 

 

Tridacna crocea. Apulit Island, Palawan.  Photo Credit: Aquaworld Acquarium. 

Tridacna crocea (boring clam): smallest clam; grows up to 9 inches (23 cm) in 
length, and weighs 10 lbs (4.7 kg); bores into the corral reefs; relatively smooth, 
roundish-symmetrical shell with thick scutes; its colorful mantle can extend to 
cover the shell; eyes are on top of raised tubercles all over the mantle.

 

Tridacna hippopus porcellanus.  Palau.  Photo Credit: Reef Builders USA.

Tridacna hippopus porcellanus (china clam): rarest species of the Giant 
Clam and exists in sulu and palawan; it grows to 16 inches (40 cm) in 
length, and weighs 4 lbs (8 kg); they have whitish, less ribbed shells. the 
mantle is mostly dark, with varying degrees of fine bluish-gray and white 
lines with gold spots; some specimens are psychedelic. the shape and 
color of the china clam is incredibly distinct from its cousin, T. hippopus. 
the overall shape of the shell is much more rounded, with fewer but wider 
folds but much less jagged.

 

Tridacna noae. Negros. Photo credit: James W. Fatherree/Advanced Aquarist

Tridacna noae ningaloo (noah's giant clam; teardrop clam), grows 
to 16 inches (40 cm) in length, and weighs 20 lbs (9 kg). this species 
was described and named T. noae (röding, 1798). rosewater (1965), 
however, assessed it as a variant of T. maxima based purely on shell 
structure, and T. noae lost its status as a unique species. recently, 
several researchers looking at shell morphology, mantle patterns, and 
genetic evidence said that it is truly a unique species, thus T. noae is no 
longer a variant of T. maxima (su et al 2014). it lives in negros. those 
called "teardrop maxima" due to numerous oval spots on their mantle 
bordered by a thin ring of gold to white are now T. noae. it has eyes in 
the middle of the mantle that look like dimples.

reproduction. the Giant Clams are hermaphrodites –producing 
both eggs and sperm– but self-fertilization is not possible. this allows 
clams to reproduce with any other member of the species, and reduces 
the burden of finding a compatible mate, while doubling the number 
of offspring produced.

since Giant Clams are immobile, they adopt “broadcast spawning,” 
releasing sperm and eggs into the water. a transmitter substance 
called “spawning induced substance” (sis) helps synchronize the release 
of sperm and eggs to ensure fertilization. clam spawning coincides 
with incoming tides near the second, third, and fourth quarter of the 
moon’s phase. spawning contractions occur every 2-3 minutes, with 
intense spawning ranging from 30 minutes to 2.5 hours. however, 
not all clams respond to the spawning season of neighboring clams, 
indicating that they may be reproductively inactive at that time. Giant 
Clams release eggs and sperm into the water, and the eggs are ferti-
lized by sperm from another giant clam. they release more than 500 
million eggs at a time (knop 1996).

development. the larva has 3 stages of development: (1) trocophore; 
(2) veliger; (3) pediveliger. the trocophore is a free-swimming larva 
that hatched from a fertilized egg. the larva swims in search for 
plankton and habitat. at roughly one week of age, the clam settles 
on the ground. the larva does not yet have symbiotic algae, so it 
depends completely on plankton. many small clams die at this stage. 
at the veliger stage, the larva develops the first shell and an organ 
called “velum” that has a ring of cilia for swimming and feeding. lastly, 
during the Pediveliger stage, the larva develops a “foot” to probe the 
ground and find a suitable place to settle. once the larva sets, the clam 
will no longer move to another location, and is referred to as a “spat” 
(learn.weatherstem.com). the clam is considered a juvenile when it 
reaches 8 inches (20 cm) in length. 

legend. the Giant Clam has been historically misunderstood to 
be a "killer clam" or "man-eating clam," and reputable scientific and 
technical manuals once claimed that the great mollusk had caused 
deaths. the U.S. Navy Diving Manual even gave detailed instruc-
tions for releasing oneself from its grasp by severing the adductor 
muscles used to close its shell. today, the Giant Clam is considered 
neither aggressive nor dangerous. while it is capable of gripping a 
person’s limb, the shell's closing reaction is defensive, not aggres-
sive, and the shell valves close much too slowly to pose a serious 
threat to humans. moreover, the largest clams, T. gigas, are unable to 
completely close their shells.

Predators. smaller species like eels, shrimp, snails, fish, sea snakes, 
crabs, lobsters, and starfish are all known to snip small parts of the 
Giant Clam's mantle.

human interest. the Giant Clam is considered a delicacy in japan, 
where it is known as “himejako;” same in france, south east asia and 
pacific islands. some asian foods include the meat from the muscles of 
clams. in the black market, the enormous Giant Clam shells are sold as 
decors. large amounts of money are offered for the adductor muscle, 
which the chinese people consider to be an aphrodisiac. american 
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and italian researchers teamed up to analyze the bivalves, and found 
the clams rich in amino acids that trigger an increase in sex hormone 
levels (knop 1996). also, the Giant Clam's high zinc content can aid in 
the production of testosterone (kurlanski 2006).

classification status. the iucn 2017-3 redlists the T. gigas T. 
derasa, T. rosewateri and T. tevoroa as "vulnerable" but they have 
already become extinct in some areas (neo et al 2017). the rest are 
just as endangered but are misclassified as “lower risk/conservation 
dependent.” now considered rare to find are T. hippopus porcel-
lanus (j. adams 2017, reefbuilders inc.), and T. costata squamosina  
(hawkins et al 2017).

threats. many who choose Giant Clams as a source of livelihood are 
over-exploiting the trade. clam numbers in the wild have been greatly 
reduced by the excessive harvesting for food and aquarium trade by 
locals and bivalve fishing vessels, and by corral reef habitat damage 
due to fishing vessels that do illegal dredging. mainly the large adults 
are harvested and killed since they are the most profitable among 
the clam species (lucas 1994). nevertheless, overfishing has also 
stimulated successful efforts at industrial scale aqua and mariculture 
(klumpp 1991) to breed and conserve the various Giant Clam species. 

regulations. in the 1980’s, the local extinction and decimation of 
Giant Clams led to legal sanctions. now, all species of Giant Clams 
are listed in appendix ii of the convention on the international trade 
of endangered species of wild flora and fauna (cites). there are 
special legal regulations in the philippines (fao 158 and 168; ra 550; 
philippine fisheries code) that prohibit the collecting, theft, eating, 
sale and export of Giant Clams with the risk of paying fines or facing 
prison. although these regulations exist, the enforcement of the law 
is ineffective. more local commitment working together with mari-
time police control-efforts is needed. the high price for clam-meat still 
provokes continuance of illegal fishing and trade. 

Conservation of various Tridacna clams.  Samal Island.  Photo: Deng Fuentes

conservation. a large australian government-funded project during 
1985-1992 had mass-cultured Giant Clams, particularly T. gigas, at the 
james cook university's orpheus island research station, that had also 
supported the development of Giant Clam hatcheries in the pacific 
islands, and in the philippines (braley 1988). Giant Clam aquaculture farms 
have successfully bred various types of Giant Clams in samal, camiguin, 
and silaqui islands. when the larval phase ends after 15 days, and the juve-
nile clams nestle on the tank floor, they must be at least 4 mm in length 
to be transferred to a cages the ocean where they can grow faster. when 
they grow to about 20 cm in size, they are freed from the cages, and laid 
on the seabed. some clam farms raise their animals entirely on land while 
others transfer their stock to the ocean at the earliest possible time. there 

are advantages and disadvantages to both land-based farms and ocean-
based nursery farms. 

the heavy investment necessary to build large nursery facilities and the 
7-year growing period to bring species like T. gigas ready for meat harvesting 
size is not within reach of many coastal community villagers throughout 
the indo-pacific region. instead, villagers turn their attention to the smaller 
species like the T. crocea, T. maxima, and T. squamosa to service the salt-
water aquarium trade.  it only takes 5-7 months for these species to reach a 
suitable size to be shipped, making them the economically feasible option 
(foyle et al. 1997) compared with the T. gigas. the ability to breed tridacnids 
in captivity also creates opportunity to reseed depleted reefs (beckvar 1981). 
in the ocean, Giant Clams can counteract excessive algal growth by filtering 
the algae off the water, for a healthier ocean reef ecosystem (j.keegan 2015, 
miami university). they help filter the ocean waters, recycle nutrients, and 
provide food and habitat for small organisms particularly in the scales of its 
shells, which also help form the corral reef structure. 

BMl Adopt-A-clam. if you would like to help conserve our Giant Clams, 
please consider adopting a clam. the university of the philippines marine 
science institute (upmsi) recently announced Giant Clams in the coastal 
town of bolinao, pangasinan are up for adoption. the bolinao marine 
laboratory (bml) said:

 � a baby Giant Clam will be tagged with your name, and will be 
placed in a special area in the ocean nursery;

 � you will receive an adoption kit with a certificate; and

 � bml will care of your adopted clams and regularly track their 
growth to adulthood.

 � 3 cm-5 cm, 1-year-old clam is p200; 8 cm-12cm, 2-year-old is p300; 
and 15 cm-25 cm, 4-year-old is p400.

 � for more information, text up msi at 0920-4311640 or send an e-
mail to bml@msi.upd.edu.ph
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our seashores are 
drenched with 
discarded plastics, 

particularly plastic bags and 
water bottles. what is aston-
ishing to know is that this very 
same debris often washed 
ashore could be found in our 
deep waters as well. deep-sea 
mammals such as whales, for 
instance, digest this debris, 
which is often the cause of 
finding them washed ashore 
lifeless. floating plastic bags 
simulate a swimming jellyfish, 
which is a favorite delicacy 
of the green turtle.  ocean 
going vessels, be it cargo or 
passenger, are mainly respon-
sible for this deep- sea debris.  
there has to be a way for mari-
time vessels to recycle used 
plastics and water bottles so 
as to avoid pollution of our 
oceans and shorelines, and 
help preserve marine wildlife 
that have been ingesting a 
large portion of these plastics 
over the decades.

an alternative option 
could be to manufacture 
thicker plastic water bottles 
instead, as they can be used 
and reused several times over, without adding to the current health 
hazard to marine life. empty bottles should not be left on the shore, 
neither should they be disposed off in the ocean.  in all green build-
ings, employees and their cleaning staff dispose off the used plastics 
and water bottles properly into recycling bins. however, some scien-
tists contend that plastics never decompose completely which means 
that recycling plastic can only help up to a certain extent. plastic, there-
fore, must not be replaced with yet another plastic product, rather, 
with a fully biodegradable product instead. items made of plant-based 
materials can turn into food for marine life when tossed into the ocean.

narayana peesapaty, a researcher from india, developed edible 
spoons made of compressed millet, rice, and wheat flours in 2010. 
they contain no toxic preservatives and come in a variety of flavors: 
sugar, ginger-cinnamon, ginger-garlic, cumin, celery, black pepper, 
mint-ginger, and carrot-beetroot. the spoons have a shelf life of 2-3 
years. the spoons can be thrown out to sea and will degrade in 4-5 
days after your picnic at the beach. in doing so, you provide edible 
food for marine life as well.

a gelatinous water blob labeled as “ooho” made by the skipping 
rocks lab of the uk, brainchild of pier paslier and rodrigo garcia 
gonzalez, is an edible 100% biodegradable water blob made of brown 
algae that encloses within the blob a gulp of potable water.

but altogether, the way i see it, marine plastic pollution is now 
much too pervasive.  indeed, based on the study, “Proceedings of 
the national Academy of sciences (PnAs),” the finding was that 
at least 88% of the earth’s ocean surface is polluted with plastic 
debris. researchers from both the university of cadiz, spain, and the 
university of western australia conducted this study. plastic replace-
ment is just half of the solution; the other half is plastic cleanup of the 
accumulated debris in the oceans and waterways.

there are patches of successful entrepreneurial efforts here and 
there to replace the use of plastic, but perhaps what we need is a 
global solution to solve a global problem, to turn the tide against 
usage of non-biodegradable plastics that somehow unwittingly end 
up in our oceans and shores.

the major plastic manufacturers themselves must take the lead 
to develop and implement massive green technology to clean up the 
planet’s oceans of discarded plastic products that have now turned 
into deadly ocean debris to marine wildlife.



The author is a graduate of Political History from U.C. Berkeley, CA.  Prior, she 
graduated from Assumption College (San Lorenzo, Makati) majoring in Business 

Administration and Entrepreneurship. 

Protection of Marine Wildlife
by Josephine M Viray

Body of a dead Humpback Whale is seen in Omonville-la-Rogue, northwest France, a rare species to the Channel. 
French fishermen brought the whale back in his nets, saying that it was already dead when it was caught in the nets. 
Entanglement in plastic bags and fishing gear have long been identified as a threat to sea birds, turtles, and smaller 
cetaceans.  Photo credit: Marlowe Hood, courtesy of Phys.org
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in celebration of the 68 years of naval architecture in the philip-
pines and a decade since the inception of the society of naval 
architects and marine engineers, inc. (soname) and 29th 

founding anniversary of the philippine register of shipping (prs) 
and with the success of last year’s tournament, soname and prs 
held its second joint tournament under “soname-prs golf cup” 
last april 27, 2018 at the aoki course, eagle ridge golf & country 
club, cavite city

the event was attended this year by 32 golf players. with good 
weather condition, participants enjoyed their game at the scenic and 
well maintained golf course. cong. jesulito a. manalo of angkla 
partylist graced the ceremonial tee off with engr. sammuel t. lim – 
chairman of soname, mr. roberto a.  umali – chairman of prs and 
mr. augusto arreza jr. – executive director of filipino shipowners 
association.

during the awarding ceremony, engr. jerome manuel, president of 
soname, welcomed and acknowledged all sponsors and participants 
who supported the event for a cause. the players had their fair share 
of luck as some triumphed in their respective playing divisions while 
some got lucky to win fabulous raffle prizes.

results of the tournament are as follows:

low gross champion: honorio casalme
low net champion:   roberto umali

class a champion:  reynaldo pabico
class a 1st runner up: kennedy padua
class b champion:  sammuel lim
class b 1st runner up: marcus leslie suntay
class c champion:  jun sy
class c 1st runner up: jikie ilagan
women’s champion:  rafonchelle lim

special awards:
longest drive:  kennedy padua                            
most accurate drive: vicente pono                
nearest to the pin:  roberto umali             

at the end of the program, engr. thaddeus t. jovellanos, president 
of prs, thanked again everyone who supported this year’s joint golf 
tournament of the two organizations. the event could not have taken 
place without the continued support of the many companies that 
attended each year. 

proceeds from this golf tournament will be allocated in continuity 
of its different projects & initiatives on the promotion of maritime 
safety in the country.

it was another successful golf event and we thank all the partici-
pants and sponsors for the continued support. we look forward to see 
you again in the greens next year.  

SONAME & PRS Hold 
2nd Joint Golf Tourney

by Joanna Kristel C. Ligon
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+63(46)4724685
info@commodore.com.ph
http://www.commodore.com.ph

Main Office :  One Apacible St ,  Philamlife ,  Las Pinas City 1740 •  Production Yard:  5  Alima St ,  Al ima I I ,  Evangelista St ,  Bacoor City 4102

Maritime Solutions Inc .

BOATS · EQUIPMENT · SERVICES

ALUSAFE 2000

PRODUCT SHEET                  

ALUSAFE 2000

Technical data:
Overall length: 20 metres 
Length hull: 19,45 metres 
Breadth extreme: 5,6 metres 
Breadth hull: 5,0 metres
Draught: 0,9 metres 
Weight empty: 23 500 kg 
Max speed: 30-35 knots 

Engine:
Std: 2x 900-1 100 HP 
Alt: Other approved engines 

Propulsion:
Std: Waterjet 
Alternative: Propeller

Materials
Hull made of marine aluminium.
Superstructure made of GRP/sandwich with 
aluminium as an option.
The fender is made of special foam, and 
protected with tailor-made PVC cover. 

The ALUSAFE 2000 is intended for Sea Rescue and patrol, emergency 
response and inspection, personnel transport or other utility Services.

Designed for use in extremely heavy weather, the fully planning deep V bottom preserves the 
sea keeping characteristics of the Alusafe range while providing speed and manoeuvrability.  

The fuel-oil capacity of the vessel provides for an operation Range of abt. 400 N. Miles, and 
thus makes it possible to operate as far as 100-200 N. Miles off the Coastline.

Maritime Partner AS // + 47 70 17 15 65  // offi ce@maritime-partner.com  // www.maritime-partner.com

Quality high performance defence / 
pilot / patrol / SAR / off shore aluminum 
workboats from Maritime Partner AS.

Custom and ready-made 38’ to 100’ 
monohull / catamaran / trimaran FRP 
interisland ferry boats from 36 to 150 pax.

Routinary dry-docking services & repair; 
Equipment installation, maintenance 
repair & quality restoration services.

Turn-key and custom marine materials 
handling equipment (davits, cranes, 
winches, etc).

Custom and ready-made FRP cruising / 
speed / recreation / leisure boats using the 
latest composite technologies.

Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering 
using advanced 3D CAD/CAM soft ware 
tools.

  

fireworks trade 
exhibitions & conferences 

philippines inc.

the maritime 
league

national defense 
college of the 

philippines

The Maritime League at MOA
SMX Convention Center

June 29, 2018

10:00 am 134th Maritime Forum
2:00 pm General Membership Assembly

For more details, please contact the ML Secretariat
  secretariat@maritimeleague.com 

 +63(999)788-9595 / +63(906)213-9328

Software Solutions for...
3D Modeling & Animation

Ship-Design & Naval Architecture

Shipbuilding & Ship Construction Detailing

Structural Analysis for ShipConstructor

Architecture, Engineering, Construction, etc.

	 	 http://issti.com
	 	 info@issti.com

	 	 +63 (2) 874-2006
  +63 (2) 874-1522
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